As we continue to build CARD MRI up as a dynamic group of development-oriented
institutions fit for the digital landscape, we must always recognize the very reason
for us in undertaking this grand endeavor - our clients and members.
They are our inspiration, and their upliftment in life is our mission. We, as servants
of social development, must always remind ourselves that our transformation has
purpose.
Our cover aims to illustrate CARD MRI’s dedication towards our digital transformation
while still maintaining the essential human connection we have with our clients and
stakeholder partners. The motif of the wheel symbolizes that CARD MRI is purposely
designed to move forward with the aid of technology, while the inset photographs
showcase not only our institutions’ achievements but also meaningful moments with
our clients and communities.
This is transformation with a mission.
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CARD Mutually Reinforcing Institutions (CARD MRI) is a world-class leader in
microfinance and community-based social development undertakings that
improves the quality of life of socially-and-economically challenged women
and families towards nation building.

CARD MRI is committed to:
•

Empower socially-and-economically challenged women and 			
families through continuous access to financial, microinsurance, 			
educational, livelihood, health and other capacity-building services 			
that eventually transform them into responsible citizens for their 			
community and the environment;

•

Enable the women members to gain control and ownership of financial and
social development institutions; and

•

Partner with appropriate agencies, private institutions, and people and 		
community organizations to facilitate achievement of mutual goals.
Achieving 5-8-40 and Beyond
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“...CARD MRI will certainly remain steadfast in its mission to
eradicate poverty and bring about transformation towards a
development-oriented community...”
In today’s digital age, countless innovations
constantly pave the way towards a world with more
opportunities – providing voice to those who were once
considered voiceless and shedding light to relevant
issues surrounding the country and its people. More
importantly, the socioeconomically-challenged families
are being given more access to valuable services and
information, thanks to such technological advancements.
With all these changes, however, come an everpresent concern - how do we bridge the gap between
those who have the means to these innovations and
those who cannot afford to access them?
We at CARD Mutually Reinforcing Institutions
(CARD MRI) strongly believe that it is our responsibility,
as the one that has the means and the heart to serve the
6
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underserved, to use such technological developments to
change the lives of the marginalized families despite this
digital divide. As trailblazers, we have been constantly
reinventing ourselves as advocates of change since
the early years of this advent of technology. From
typewriters to advanced computers and digital systems,
CARD MRI has combined the heart for developing and
transforming lives with the available technology to
maximize the impact of our programs and services.
Having access to countless and ever-evolving
digital innovations, we will make it our promise and our
mandate to continue being the progressive CARD MRI
that we have always been, and to strive towards being
a globally competitive institution, securing partnerships
with organizations both inside and outside the country
who are carrying the same advocacy as us. This

interconnectivity will surely empower our operations
so that, in turn, we may empower those we serve.

our staff and the trust and support of our clients and
partners.

Now with over 6.1 million clients served and
more than 24 million individuals insured, CARD MRI is
coming closer towards the 5-8-40 strategic direction.
We are continuously nearing our goal for 2020 and
we acknowledge that our mission of transforming
lives became possible not only because of these
technological advancements and innovations but
also due to the hard work and perseverance of all

Throughout this ever-changing digital landscape,
CARD MRI will certainly remain steadfast in its mission
to eradicate poverty and bring about transformation
towards a development-oriented community united in
its values, continuously embarking on the journey along
with the Filipino people for a more progressive, povertyfree Philippines.

Dr. Jaime Aristotle B. Alip
Founder and Chairman Emeritus
CARD MRI

Founder and Chairman Emeritus’ Message
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“CARD MRI is transforming for the future, and our desired future
is one where every Filipino family can reach their full potential.”
What a time to be alive and witness right before
our very eyes the rapid advancement of information
technology (IT).
Just look at how the now nearly ubiquitous mobile
phone has become ever since it was introduced. From
what were once imposing and hefty bricks of plastic, we
now hold in our hands sleek and powerful computers
with a myriad of helpful, and entertaining functionalities
aside from taking phone calls. Devices and processes
that were once merely dreamed of by the most
imaginative of speculative fictionists are now here and
they are, for the most part, making some aspects of our
lives much easier.
All these wonders of ingenuity never cease to amaze
me, and moreover always give me boundless enthusiasm
when I imagine and hear how certain innovations can
support CARD Mutually Reinforcing Institutions (CARD
MRI) in achieving our collective mission of eradicating
poverty in the Philippines.
A digitally-transformed CARD MRI can provide more
8
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opportunities and services to the millions of underserved
Filipinos. Technology will break new grounds and open
new paths for us to touch more lives and bridge the
digital divide, especially in the countryside. Nevertheless,
even as new innovations are integrated in our systems
and processes, nothing will ever replace the rapport and
trust forged by immersing ourselves in the communities
that we aim to serve. We must always remember that
staying grounded with the grassroots is the key to
maintaining our human connection with the people we
wish to help.
CARD MRI is transforming for the future, and our
desired future is one where every Filipino family can
reach their full potential. Another year has passed for us,
and as we come closer to achieving our 5-8-40 strategic
direction by the year 2020, let us take a moment to look
back at our highlights and accomplishments in 2018.
Expansive Endeavours
The Center for Agriculture and Rural Development
(CARD), Inc. (A Microfinance NGO) engaged in an aweinspiring nationwide expansion, having established a

CARD MRI comes ever closer to
reaching our 5-8-40 strategic
direction, having served more than
six million clients and insuring over
24 million individuals by the year
2018.
This 2019, it is of the utmost
importance for us to continue our
concentrated efforts, and even
push ourselves to do better so that
we may achieve and exceed our
goals set for the year 2020.
We will persevere, and we will
prevail.

total of 279 units/sub-units throughout the country.
We’ve also made sure to be present in hard-to-reach
island municipalities and barangays by establishing
48 new unit offices in distant areas. A total of 127,537
families from these areas now have access to the
services of CARD, Inc. Our Development Services for
the Hardcore Poor (DSHP) was also greatly expanded
by CARD, Inc. This program has now served a total of
330,946 client families as well as provided non-financial
services such as community clinic services to 81,415
individuals/families.

bank branches and 34 new BLUs in their branches.
Furthermore, CARD SME Bank, Inc. was able to open
three new additional branches and a BLU.

On the other hand, our banking institutions have
also continued to widen their presence in the provinces.
Aside from opening five new bank branches, CARD
Bank, Inc. was able to get Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas’
(BSP) approval for 37 Branch-Lite Units (BLUs) with 17
new BLUs having been established. Meanwhile, CARD
MRI Rizal Bank, Inc. successfully opened eight new

Expansions were also pursued by BotiCARD Inc.,
specifically for the area coverage of their BotiCARD
Health Plus program in Davao and Pangasinan.

Our microinsurance institutions also heeded the call
for expansion, with CARD Mutual Benefit Association,
Inc. (CARD MBA) establishing six new provincial offices,
and both CARD MRI Insurance Agency, Inc. (CaMIA) and
CARD Pioneer Microinsurance, Inc. (CPMI) expanding
their BINHI Program pilot areas across different
locations.

CARD MRI will continue to rapidly expand our
presence throughout the countryside so that we can
offer our services and assistance to distant communities
Managing Director’s Report
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that are still underserved. We are resolute in making a
difference in the lives of every Filipino in need.
Thriving Transitions
Successful units from CARD, Inc. are constantly
transitioned to CARD MRI’s banking institutions. We’re
happy to report that a total of 101 units with 150,222
clients were successfully transitioned with 33 units going
to CARD Bank, Inc., 20 units to CARD SME Bank, Inc., and
48 units to CARD MRI Rizal Bank, Inc. These numbers
not only reflect the commendable performance of
our institutions but also the amazing dedication of our
clients in changing their lives for the better.
Inspired Implementation
A major highlight for us is the rollout of our Shari’ahinspired Financial Assistance Program, the Paglambo
Project, under CARD, Inc. The program has been
implemented in 14 units in the provinces of Mindanao
serving 3,397 clients and with a loan outstanding
amounting to PhP9,053,589 and a capital build-up

10
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amounting to PhP2,877,809.
On the other hand, our pilot-tests of Quick SME
Loan (QSL) and Special Agri Loan in 12 CARD, Inc. units
have assisted a total of 475 clients. Meanwhile, CARD
Bank’s Agri-Branch implementation has yielded a total
of 42 clients in Victoria, Oriental Mindoro. CARD MRI
Rizal Bank’s Kabuhayan Program was also expanded
and implemented in 12 units. This program has served
2,116 clients and has a 98.07% repayment rate.
Our Core Banking System (CBS) is continuously
being integrated throughout our banking branches.
With the help of CARD MRI Information Technology,
Inc. (CMIT), CBS has went live in seven additional CARD
Bank, Inc. branches, with now a total of 45 branches
having been migrated to the T24 system. CBS team
members were also completely deployed to CARD MRI
Rizal Bank, Inc. to perform a series of system integration
and user’s acceptance testing for the T24 system and
other CBS delivery channels.

Our microinsurance institutions also implemented
various projects and strategies throughout 2018. CARD
MBA launched its Member-Remitter Protek Plan and
had an initial enrollment of 6,827 Centers with 189,972
insured clients from October to December. Meanwhile,
CaMIA implemented its Enhanced Kabuklod, Sagip
Plan Incentive, and Break the Record Strategy.
CPMI, aside from launching several incentives and
promotions for its Microinsurance Supervisors (MISs)
and Microinsurance Coordinators (MICs), also piloted
their Kabuklod and CARD Care in 12 provincial offices
(POs).
This 2018, CARD Employees Multi-purpose
Cooperative (CARD EMPC) also implemented its
Pocket Loan Product (PLP), which now has 7,491
number of accounts. CARD MRI Hijos Tours also
proudly launched two tour variations - The Hijos
Tours with Financial Literacy for Kids and the Hijos de
Balangiga Homestay Tour - for their tour programs.
To better enhance their services as CARD MRI’s IT
provider, CMIT, Inc. improved their security, re-aligned
their organizational structure, and adopted several

best practices in order to meet the IT industry standards.
These are but some of the purposive initiatives taken
by CARD MRI to ensure that we maintain our dynamic
movement towards initiating social development.
Empowered Engagement
We at CARD MRI believe that knowledge and
skill should be fostered and shared throughout the
organization and community in order for us to foster
not only an ever-evolving group of institutions but
also a well-informed community of client-members.
Thus, capacity-building programs are always essential
initiatives we engage in throughout every year.
For its part, CARD-MRI Development Institute, Inc.
(CMDI) has continuously facilitated various training
programs for our staff in order to support and strengthen
the other CARD institutions. This 2018, CMDI was able to
conduct diverse training programs with a total of 1,218
batches and 32,551 participants comprised of CARD MRI
staff, clients, and other microfinance institutions. Our
campuses in Bay and Tagum have also endeavored to

Managing Director’s Report
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CARD MRI shall remain steadfast not only in
building-up our institutions but also in educating our
staff and client - all for the empowerment of our
communities.

held last January 23, 2018 in Tacloban City. Present at
the caravan were key people from the Co-operative
Development Foundation-Canada, Dr. Jaime Aristotle
B. Alip, Ambassador John Holmes and Senator Bam
Aquino with more than 900 store beneficiaries of the
project. During the event, the Sagip Negosyo insurance
was also launched as part of the project’s objective on
resiliency.

Prosperous Partnerships
CARD MRI is eager to strengthen and forge new
partnerships inside and outside the country. “No man
is an island,” and that is also true for an organization
such as ours. It is very crucial for us to connect with
like-minded organizations in order for us to amplify
our efforts as agents of social development.

CARD MRI was also able to renew its partnership
with the Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) for the
Pondo sa Pagbabago at Pag-asenso (P3) Program. Our
participation in this program has currently served 44,247
clients whose centers and businesses are in market
areas. A new memorandum of understanding (MOU) for
our continued partnership was signed in October 2018.

CARD MRI’s Microfinance and Health Protection
(MaHP) Program continued its partnership with
Radyo Pilipinas to air its health education programs
with topics ranging from generic medicines to food
nutrition.

Moreover, our International Group (IG) was able to
forge a new partnership and investment with K-Farm in
Myanmar. In Laos, CARD, Inc. returned and pursued a
full-time partnership with the Next Non-deposit Taking
MFI, while our partnership in Vietnam with the Vietnam
Women’s Union were expanded with a new and valued
capacity-building partnership with the Vietnam Women’s
Academy.

provide quality education and training programs for
737 Senior High School (SHS) and 714 College Level
students currently enrolled.

This 2018, CARD-Business Development Service
Foundation Inc. (CARD-BDSFI) entered into a
successful partnership with other social enterprises
for the benefit of CARD clients. BotiCARD Inc. also
entered into a partnership with Generika for their
MedPadala and MedSupply programs, while CARD
EMPC signed a memorandum of agreement (MOA)
with PhilCare.
Meanwhile, our on-going partnership with the
Aboitiz Foundation, Inc. has so far resulted in three
CARD, Inc. branches being adopted into the project.
Another DSHP branch that will be opened will also be
adopted by the foundation.
As part of our PREMIUM Project - Bagong
Araw partnership with the Canadian Co-operative
Association (CCA), a PREMIUM Project Caravan was
12
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Auspicious Accolades
CARD MRI is humbled by the various
acknowledgments and awards given this 2018 to our
institutions and, most especially, our client-members.
We are honored to be a part of their success. CARD
Bank clients Ms. Rosario Amoroto from Guian, Samar
and Ms. Rosario Agarin from Sipocot both qualified as
finalists at the 2018 Citi Microentrepreneurship Awards,
with Ms. Amoroto ultimately winning the CMA Regional
Awardee for Visayas.
One of the brightest highlights of our 2018 was CARD,
Inc. being awarded the ASEAN and Philippine winner of
the Sustainable Social Enterprise category at the ASEAN
Business Awards 2018. This remarkable award recognizes

our efforts as being one of the oustanding social
enterprises in the ASEAN region that are trailblazing
and making significant and sustained contributions,
especially to the marginalized communities. We are
deeply grateful for this recognition.
CMDI was also recognized at the BSP Stakeholders
Awards this year. Two awards were given to CMDI as
the Outstanding Regional Partner of BSP La Union
and Tacloban Regional Offices in the category of
implementing BSP advocacy on the conduct of public
information campaigns.
Furthermore, CARD MRI was lauded in the very
first P3 National Congress as an ally in pushing the P3
program in its communities using its own fund, and was
also awarded the Elevating Homegrown Innovation
Award at the Ocean Summit last November 2018.
We are also proud to share that the BSP has lauded
CARD Bank, Inc. as its Financial Inclusion Champion
for the year 2018. Furthermore, CARD SME Bank, was
also recognized by Land Bank of the Philippines as
the 2018 Gawad CFI National Awardee for the thrift
bank category. Meanwhile, CARD EMPC was also
recognized as a Top CETF Remitter by The Quezon
Federation and Union of Cooperatives (QFUC), and

was given an “Excellent’ Rating in Operation by the Land
Bank of the Philippines.
Well-deserved as these recognitions to us may be,
we at CARD MRI will always maintain our humility and
keep our feet planted firmly on the ground, together
with the grassroots.
Monumental Movement
These moments of yearly reflection allows us to
review our previous endeavors and gain valuable insight
in order for us to strategize how we can improve and
outdo ourselves in the years to come. As more digital
innovations continue to be integrated into our methods
and processes, we must constantly remind ourselves
that these changes do not mean we must relinquish
our past. Technology and tradition can coexist. And our
tradition of competence, family spirit, integrity, simplicity,
humility, excellence, and stewardship will forever be a
part of our core. From what was once a small group of
individuals with an old-battered typewriter and a twenty
peso bill, we have grown into a 17,000-strong, digitallyenabled family - all eager for social change.
We are CARD MRI. Always moving onwards, while
also always looking back.

Managing Director’s Report
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Accomplishments
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Committing to social change means
knowing the ins-and-outs and trends
of our ever-growing landscape and
matching the pace of the competitive
market for us to meet the needs of our
partner-clients. Some of them come
from areas that are hard to reach
and places that house the poorest
of the poor. As our world is shaped
partly by these new technological
developments, CARD, Inc. uses these
technological developments to its
advantage in shaping and uplifting
the lives of those living in poverty.
Expanding Social Development
This year, CARD, Inc. has expanded
tremendously, not only in terms of its
programs, infrastructure, and reach,
but also its scope and presence. In
2018, a total of 279 units and subunits were established in different
areas across the nation. CARD, Inc.
is serious in developing communities
not just in urban areas but also the
hard-to-reach areas in the country.
There are already 115 units in Luzon
including the newly assisted province
of Masbate. We also have 64 new
units in the Visayas Islands and 100
in Mindanao.
We have expanded the Development
Services for Hardcore Poor (DSHP)
program and this year, it is serving
a total of 330,946 member families
nationwide. We also believe that
growth must be holistic; as human
beings, we need not only financial
insurance but also assurance that
our health is taken care of. Hence,
community clinic services were
conducted benefitting a total of
81,415 families and individuals in
the country, as it hopes to remind
its clients that their health is also
one of its primary concerns. We
have also put ourselves up to the
task of being inclusive to all people
in the archipelago. The Paglambo

Project - our Shari’ah-inspired
Financial Assistance Program - was
implemented this 2018, and has
attended to the needs of a total of
3,397 clients. The implementation
of this program in 14 units was a
testament to our commitment to
inclusive and holistic growth.
Trying Out New Things
In 2018, our plans for new social
development programs were finally
given the go signal for testing.
Recently, we were able to pilottest our Quick SME Loan (QSL) and
Special Agri Loan for 175 partnerclients as they were assisted with
a total loan portfolio amounting to
PhP29,114,134 and capital build-up of
PhP3,588,859 in 12 selected units of
CARD, Inc. Through this special loan,
our clients are able to expand their
livelihood and control the direction
of their agricultural pursuits and
lifestyle.
Moving forward, we have also
transitioned CARD, Inc. clients to
banking institutions. For the period,
a total of 150,222 clients with a loan
portfolio of PhP764,730,763 from our
101 unit offices were transitioned
to CARD MRI banks namely CARD
Bank, Inc., CARD SME Bank, Inc.,
and CARD MRI Rizal Bank, Inc.
These clients are those who are now
ready to engage in formal banking.
We have seen how their respective
businesses have become viable and
their credit discipline is admirable.
Listing our achievements would not
be enough to express how much we
have grown; words would not be able
to capture the immense gratitude we
feel towards our staff and clients.
As we adopt digital transformation,
we will ensure to always remember
our core purpose: to uplift those in
poverty.
Achieving 5-8-40 and Beyond
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As an institution, CARD Bank, Inc. has
come a long way. From our humblest
beginnings in 1997 with micro lending
operations, today we stand as a
formidable microfinance-oriented rural
bank providing services to more than
2.7 million clients across the country.
Making the Shift
As 2018 was the year of continuing the
efforts we started in 2017, we are slowly
but surely easing into the digitalization
wave. Previously conceptualized and
partly initiated programs saw more
large-scale
implementations
this
year. Migration into the Core Banking
System (CBS), which would effectively
centralize all transactions, successfully
reached 45 branches; seven of which
underwent the implementation of
mobile collection. This paperless
transaction
foregoes
manual
collection sheets and makes use of
tablets to encode payments instead.
We are looking forward to the ease
of transaction this will bring to our
stakeholders, as well as strengthened
efficiency in our branches.
The introduction of digital cash
machine (DCM), which allow users
to withdraw money using their
smartphones through Quick Response
(QR) codes, proved to be a major
highlight for us this year. We saw a
jump in the number of konek2CARD
users, with more than 70,000 clients
already utilizing our mobile banking
services. The institution’s performance
for our remittance service doubled this
year as well.
The transition has not been easy nor
fast. Through the staff’s unwavering
dedication and the support of our
advisers and leaders, we have been
able to prove that the power of digital
technology can be harnessed to go

hand in hand with development work,
extending even to the hardest to reach
areas.
Enhancement for All
At CARD Bank, Inc., we will always
generate the numbers, but we will
also do our best to take care of the
clients. In everything we do, we make
sure never to lose the rapport we
have with our client relationships. For
our clients, it is already a big leap
from manual processes and seeing
Account Officers weekly, to being able
to do it on their own with the help of
their mobile phones. We understand
that going forward, this will be met
with hesitation. During this period of
adjustment, we have discovered the
value of experience - something we
can only accomplish by keeping close
contact and guiding them accordingly.
In letting the clients experience the
innovations for themselves, it becomes
their reality, and gives a human touch to
the transformation. Through word-ofmouth, we believe our clients will take it
upon themselves to embrace this new
system. This will also help us determine
where and to whom we should give
more attention and support.
Pushing Further
In the next few years, we anticipate
much change. In fact, even the client
profile for our institution could look
entirely different, as we anticipate the
incorporation of younger generations.
Continued
digitalization
of
our
processes, until we finally reach a
paperless workplace, would not only
help us cope with the times but also
make us more efficient.
In 2019 and beyond, we are blessed
to work further into becoming a
progressive, future-ready bank with an
enduring presence on the ground.
Achieving 5-8-40 and Beyond
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Getting access to basic banking
services is challenging to many
because even in emerging economies,
small and medium entrepreneurs still
lack adequate access to financing
services. This barrier hinders them
from thriving and scaling up. At CARD
SME Bank, we continuously look for
ways to integrate innovations into
our organizational values to provide
more equitable and sustainable
growth to our clients. Our institution
has put forward a goal to reach one
million clients by 2019.
To achieve this goal, we have begun
exploring digital opportunities but
still ensuring that we do not lose our
culture that serves as our anchor.
Ready to Reach More
CARD SME Bank’s commitment to
champion our clients led us to our
achievements during the past year.
In 2018, we have served 811,080
clients with more than PhP13.5
billion of loans disbursed. A total of
33,598 clients from 20 units were
transitioned to CARD SME Bank from
CARD, Inc. Three additional branches
were launched in Rosario, Batangas,
Cagayan De Oro City, and Panabo,
Davao del Norte. Aside from these, we
also opened a Branch Lite Unit (BLU)
in Talisay, Batangas. We had an SME
Pilot Implementation in Sta. Rosa and
San Pedro branches. These led to our
portfolio growth of 45% from July to
October 2018 with 120 loan accounts,
which totalled to a disbursement of
PhP32.9 million.
More Ways, Less Barriers
Technology is a powerful ripple that
can drive waves of positive changes
in CARD SME Bank. For 2019, we will
be implementing the Core Banking
System (CBS). Initial activities were
done last year to fully prepare our
20
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institution before we go live on
third quarter of 2019. Through CBS,
branches can access online services,
giving our clients more accessibility
to the Bank’s products and services.
In line with this, we will also pilot test
our mobile collection. Aside from
efficiency, it will help expand outreach
through technology. It can help us
speed up the recruitment process
and marketing of our products.
We are also planning to explore
online applications. This is still in
its conception phase but this is
something that excites us!
Putting People First
While we embrace digitalization,
we remain committed to keep our
personal approach. We use our social
media page to immediately address
concerns and welcome suggestions
from our clients. We have constant
conversations with our clients through
our meetings. We still have Credit with
Education (CwE) sessions – with more
topics to educate our clients and raise
their awareness as well.
Our
non-financial
services,
in
collaboration with other CARD
institutions, help us in extending
our reach and adding value to our
programs. The health services and
scholarship program are essential
to the sustainability of our work.
Decentralized
banking
services
powered by technology, together with
community development programs,
can bring true financial inclusion to
more people than ever before.
The future is envisioned to have smart
and inclusive cities where people
have access to equitable growth.
CARD SME Bank is committed to
bring its clients to this future by using
technology to put people first.

The year 2018 was a big year for us.
We started by officially carrying the
CARD MRI name, an amendment
the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas
approved. Today, CARD RBI has
grown into a reputable financial
institution with 25 branches and more
than 400,000 clients, many of which
were transitioned from CARD, Inc. We
opened eight new branches, namely:
Aparri,
Cauayan,
Cabarroguis,
Baliuag, Ilagan, Marikina, Solana, and
Tuguegarao. This is the most number
of branches we opened in a year. We
are pleased that our commitment
to making the institution grow
saw fruition. Moreover, the Bank’s
savings generation also increased. A
large part of this feat was achieved
through the Savings Caravan that
yielded over 3,000 new accounts in 14
branches.
From the beginning, empowering
women and families has been at
the forefront of our advocacy, thus,
our programs are geared to assist
wives and mothers in securing their
families’ future. With the availability
of the Special Agri Loan, we have
observed that more male members
have become actively involved in
CARD RBI. We are happy we create an
environment that fosters partnership
between husbands and wives.
Moving Parts
This year, our growth has taken us
from the e-banking system to the new
Core Banking System (CBS), which
would centralize processes and make
transactions easier for our clients.
Three branches (Santa Cruz, Taytay,
and Taguig) piloted the CBS by the
end of 2018. Our competent staff
facilitated the smooth transition. The
staff’s capacity-building programs
ensure the same seamless transition
to CBS from e-banking system in all

our branches.
In our transition to CBS, there were
hesitations among the clients as well
as technical problems, especially in
setting up the system. It necessitated
our staff to be well-prepared, not only
in talking to our clients but in coming
up with actual solutions. As CARD
RBI eases into CBS, we anticipate
more issues to overcome. But with
the unshakable commitment from
the staff, mentorship from the senior
management, and support from
partners such as FDS Indonesia, we
can confidently undertake not only a
full migration into the CBS, but also to
mobile banking, konek2CARD, digital
cash machine (DCM), and other
programs we have already laid out
for the near future.
Fulfilling the Mandate
One thing we hold dear is the welfare
of our clients. We are proud to have
collaborated with the Microfinance
and Health Protection (MaHP) to
conduct series of Community Health
Days in Laguna, Rizal, Bulacan,
Zambales, Pampanga, Cebu, and
Negros areas. To deepen our
involvement in our clients’ families,
we also support the “One Family,
One Graduate” scholarship program
to help at least one child in every
family we serve complete college
education.
CARD RBI may be the youngest
financial institution within the CARD
MRI family but it is growing rapidly.
We are most excited to continue the
work of poverty eradication in our
communities. It is incredibly fulfilling
to talk to our stakeholders and
discover how we have tremendously
impacted their lives for the better. We
will never stop looking for ways to tell
more stories like this.
Achieving 5-8-40 and Beyond
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From solar products, start-ups, and
social enterprises to printing machines
and leasing gadgets and more, CARD
Leasing and Finance Corporation
(CLFC) vows for better services and
confident outlook for this year.

While some of our clients are still
more comfortable with the old
practices and technology, its internal
management is starting to embrace
the Internet for simple technology
and automatic processes.

Our year-end report at CLFC
highlighted that we have reached
Total Equipment Held for Lease
Portfolio of PhP203.36 million for 14
clients; Finance Lease Portfolio of
PhP7.18 million for 313 clients; and
Loans Receivable of PhP137.87 million
for 835 clients. The gross income from
leasing and financing was recorded at
PhP215,710,669.00, which was higher
than the PhP181,212,613.08 target.
Meanwhile, CLFC’s actual direct and
indirect clients in 2018 were at 1,162
and 25,239 Filipinos, respectively.

For instance, CLFC is maximizing the
convenience and scope of Facebook
in reaching more Filipinos online.
Nowadays, everyone seems to be
on social media, so we have to keep
up with it. With social media and
an internal unified collaboration
tool for CARD MRI staff, we hope to
increase the portfolio of our rent-toown motorcycle. This is important
because motorcycles are critical in
business especially in transporting
goods or other services.

CLFC’s Solar Power project—which
supports rural electrification by
using practical and cost-effective
technologies to off-grid rural areas
and other urban communities in the
country—on the other hand, saw a
rating of 153%, with target of 1,857
clients compared to the actual clients
reached at 2,842. The Solar Power
program, which reaches off-grid
partner sites including secluded areas
in Palawan and Visayas, is one of our
favorite projects, among the many
other pursuits we lead.
At CLFC, the leadership doesn’t
subscribe to the traditional type
where the management and staff
are confined to their airconditioned
offices. We always personally visit our
clients. It’s important to go out and
immerse yourself to see the situation.
In this way, you get acquainted with
the real issues on ground, one of
which is challenges in technology.
CLFC practices what it preaches.

Achieving 5-8-40 Through Digital
and Meaningful Collaboration
Our role in this collective vision of
CARD MRI is to provide our clients,
who are also the clients of CARD
MRI, with the highest quality but
affordable leasing and financing
services that can boost the
microentrepeneurs’
productivity,
income, and sustainability. To
achieve this, we will continue
enhancing the existing system and
the technological resources and
develop new strategies that will
lead to faster and more efficient
transactions.
Aligned
with
the
Millennium
Development Goals, CLFC wants
poverty eradication, empowerment,
and environmental sustainability
among the people. CLFC isn’t only
about leasing—we’re more than
that. At the heart of our services is
a vision of a society where all our
microentrepreneurs are empowered
and sustainable. It is in our DNA.
Achieving 5-8-40 and Beyond
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For Responsible Investments for
Solidarity and Empowerment (RISE)
Financing Company, Inc., the year
2018 is about celebrating the littlest
and biggest success of our clients
because their success are also ours.
Accomplished Hearts
Amid
challenges,
we
moved
beyond our capacity to meet our
commitment of providing our clients
the services they deserved. We
granted new loans and leases to
five clients amounting to a total of
PhP13.2 million, which they used to
hasten their operations and expand
capacity to provide more meaningful
services to their stakeholders.
RISE recognizes the growing
needs of the country’s educational
institutions
for
technological
advancements in order to provide
effective and quality education
to the Filipino youth. This is the
very essence of RISE - provide the
technological needs of the education
sector through our operating lease
services. In 2018, we provided 671
units of iPad and 26 computer units
which directly support 2,751 students
in their learning process. These
information and communication
technologies (ICTs) are also utilized
by teachers in the classroom to
teach in a more effective and
efficient manner. Alongside these
ICTs, other equipment like printers,
air conditioning units, beverage
coolers, and a BMW motorcycle
were also provided to make our
clients’ day-to-day operations more
efficient. Thus, making them deliver
better services to their stakeholders.
Another
RISE’s
breakthrough
this year is the offering of a new
financial service in the form of
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monetary loans. This year’s overall
loans amounted to PhP1 million.
We, in RISE, value and nurture our
relationship with our clients. This
strong client relationship is evident in
the full payment of 12 lease contracts
and a 100% repayment rate without
any overdue payments this year.
Going Beyond Our Success
RISE does not rest on its 2018 gains
because we still have a lot to do for
the sectors we serve. We are also
rethinking the process of reorganizing
the systems of RISE to create more
sustainable
management
and
leadership. All these are for the
benefit of our stakeholders.
To increase RISE’s financial assets,
we aim to sell all the 13 recovered
properties in Pangasinan and convert
it to circulating funds. We will do it
rapidly through a rigorous series of
advertisements in partnership with
CARD MRI Publishing House Inc.
All the good relationships established
this year will be nurtured and
connections with new partners will
be established to promote and
advance our causes to more likeminded organizations. This is our
way of leading more organizations
and individuals to a higher standard
of living through expanding their
financial and operational capabilities
in today’s era of technological
developments.
A lot of work has to be done but we
are ready to roll our sleeves up in
the following years to achieve our
common goals whilst celebrating the
successes we and our client-partners
have accomplished.

This year, CARD EMPC focused on
providing education and development
programs for its members. We want
our members and clients to imbibe a
culture of excellence so we would be
one in realizing the CARD MRI goal of
improving the lives of everyone in our
community.
Select members of the cooperative
attended the required Cooperative
for
Capacity-Building
Remedial
Management Training held in Sta.
Cruz, Laguna. The said training is
about the fundamental knowledge of
loan account management, which is
crucial for a cooperative like us. With
the training, we were able to familiarize
with the legal provisions involved in
accounts management and helped
us understand our role in providing
better financial management services
to our client-members.
We believe that there are no limits
to learning strategic managerial
decisions and innovative systems and
processes in the workplace. That is
why we have completed courses for
Basic Strategic Management Program
in the prestigious Ateneo de Manila
University this year. Our members also
participated in the Association of Asia
Confederation Credit Union (ACCU)
Forum & Training held in Manila and
Thailand. We are continuously seeking
opportunities to learn more about
cooperatives and microfinance in and
outside the country.
Among our accomplishments are
our participation in the Finance and
Accounting Roadshow in Singapore
and achieving the Excellent Rating in
Operation award from LANDBANK in
September. It is crucial that we get to
hear the trends and problems affecting
local cooperatives. Our attendance in
the Forum of Cooperative’s Issues and
Concerns in San Pablo City gave us
a fresh insight into the challenges we
could face in our offices and how to

overcome them.
In 2018, CARD EMPC also signed a
memorandum of agreement (MOA)
with PhilCare to provide our members
with easy access to healthcare
programs. The Quezon Federation
and Union of Cooperatives (QFUC)
also recognized CARD EMPC as Top
Cooperative Education and Training
Fund (CETF) Remitter in 2018.
Pushing Community
Development Efforts
As we seamlessly collaborate with
other institutions, we have provided
health services and reimbursement for
check-ups for our stakeholders. These
include programs under CMDI such
as Ngiting Tagumpay, a dental health
mission that provides dental care,
consultation and out-patient care, and
hospital confinement, among others.
We plan to increase the outreach of our
community development programs by
sponsoring dental mission in CMDI Bay
and Tagum Campuses.
Fast-Forward to the Future
As we transition to the digital age, we
target to provide not just financial
but also education, livelihood, and
health services to our members. We
will also make sure that the banking
transactions and processing of loans
will be much easier. We have so much
more in store for 2019. This includes
renewal of Credit Line with LANDBANK
and offering of housing loans at the
BellaVita Property. We also plan to
process the Amendment of By-Laws
for the adaptation of the Gender and
Development (GAD) Committee and
increase in capitalization, as well as
compliance to CIC.
CARD EMPC accepts the challenge of
adapting to the ever-changing digital
landscape needs of our employees
while providing the best services to our
clients and molding a brighter future
for our nation.
Achieving 5-8-40 and Beyond
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As threats surround technology,
CMIT devotes its time and energy
to fortify security in the entire CARD
MRI ecosystem while cultivating an
innovative culture inside out.
The Core Banking System (CBS) of
the CARD MRI Financial Institutions
(FIs) trailblazed in 2017 with CARD
Bank, Inc. as its early adopter. In
one year span, we were able to
successfully transcend 30 CARD
Bank, Inc. and three CARD MRI Rizal
Bank, Inc. (CARD RBI) branches into
the system making a centralized
banking experience a reality to our
clients.
As part of our continuous battle of
bringing convenience to our clients,
we have also supported our FIs in
the transitioning from traditional
ATM cards to the EMV (Europay,
MasterCard and Visa) chip-based
cards. This type of card is the
global standard of today’s banking
landscape, which would assure our
clients of much safer and more
efficient banking transactions. Some
branches of CARD Bank, Inc. and
CARD SME Bank, Inc. were able to
adopt the EMV chip-based ATM cards.
A new delivery channel of digital
withdrawal transactions, the Digital
Cash Machine (DCM), has been
introduced, too, to a pilot branch
of CARD Bank, Inc. This innovation
allows our clients to download a QR
Code via the konek2CARD app to
skip the lines of over-the-counter and
ATM transactions. The konek2CARD
app has new additional features and
modules on top of the existing Mobile

Banking System.
Moreover, CMIT brought in a number
of system enhancements to different
existing digital applications of CARD
MRI. Such enhancements include
CARD Mutual Benefit Association’s
(CARD MBA) Claims SMS (CMS)
notification, claims status monitoring,
members’
contact
number
registration via SMS, and a new facility
for their new product, ProtekPlan.
We have also done necessary
enhancements in the CARD eSystem
& eBanker, RDMAS, enhancements
for PadaLIMA and PadaLIBRE,
adjustments in our corporate website,
email activation link for Gabriel API,
digitization of collection schemes,
developments in eProcesses in
the CARD MRI system as well as
implementation of the CARD eSystem
in CARD Myanmar Company Ltd.
We have also recognized the
importance of a more efficient
human resource in CARD MRI with
the launching of the Human Capital
Information System (HCIS) this year,
which has automated necessary
functions in the human resource
department for faster operations.
All these became possible because
of the management’s continuous
investment in education and learning.
For instance, the CMIT employees
joined 20 local and certification
training on technology updates
this year. They also attended 12
international training in Indonesia,
Singapore, Bangladesh, and the USA.
Meanwhile, six received support in
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terms of formal schooling to advance
their IT knowledge.
Building Fences of Security
They say that a protected ecosystem
ensures the continuity and survival of its
inhabitants. The same goes with CARD MRI
as we strengthen our security measures to
ensure our institutions’ and clients’ privacy.
This year, we have created the Web
Application Firewall (WAF) that protects
CARD MRI’s web applications from known
and unknown attacks and threats. The
Centralized Security System, on the other
hand, manages the physical security of
our buildings and properties through
rigorous monitoring of alarm events as
well as CCTV installation and monitoring
for CARD Bank, Inc., CARD SME Bank, Inc.,
and CARD MRI Rizal Bank, Inc.
As we saw the risks of using third-party
web applications in CARD MRI’s day-today operations, we respond to the need
of having a centralized system that would
provide a safer digital experience to both
the staff and the management. This is
done through the Unified Collaboration, an
exclusive system that integrates all emails,
instant messaging, tasks management, file
sharing, collaborative document editing,
and corporate social network all within the
CARD MRI ecosystem.
This year, we have also successfully
launched the Backup Management
System that protects our database and
operating systems through automated
backup for the CBS and other CARD MRI
Legacy Systems.
For more than 30 years, CARD MRI has
served millions of Filipinos, and we can’t
deny the exponentially growing volume of
data that we need to protect and organize.
Through our Big Data and Analytics, our
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system can now simplify the clients’ data
so that the management can make sense
of these, and render informed decisions for
the maximum benefit of our clients.
The Digital Future of Banking
CARD MRI’s push towards the integration
of IT-enabled solutions necessitated the
creation of like-minded institutions that will
aid CMIT in leading at the forefront of digital
transformation.
Fortress Data Services (FDS) Asya
Philippines - an IT company wholly owned
by FDS Asya Pte. Ltd. - was specifically
created to bridge the gap by providing
digital banking solutions in the most
affordable cost possible but of high quality
standards. Since 2016, CMIT has been aided
by FDS Asya in bringing the core banking
systems to CARD Banking Group.
Together, CMIT and FDS Asya Philippines
will continue to introduce IT-enabled
solutions in order to culitivate higher levels
of efficiency and effectiveness to the CARD
MRI Group, and other rural banks and
microfinance institutions.
What Lies Ahead?
The year 2018 was indeed a fruitful year for
CMIT based on the number of successful
system updgrades we implemented in the
CARD MRI ecosystem. Moving forward,
especially in 2019, CMIT is more than
prepared to bring the whole CARD MRI to
a new level of technological advancement
that will enable it to serve its clients better.
The now data-driven and technologically
efficient CARD MRI is our concrete answer
as to how CMIT do its share in poverty
eradication. In the years to come, we promise
to intensify our efforts in maintaining the
cyber integrity of the 21 institutions we
pledged to protect.
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All through the years, CARD MBA
has achieved its many goals that
catapulted the institution to become
one of the leading microinsurance
providers in the country. At the heart
of it all is our genuine care for our
members’ welfare. We consistently
strive to provide relevant and
affordable insurance products and
financial assistance. We innovate
and improve our service delivery—in
line with our 5-8-40 goal in which we
aim to reach eight million Filipinos
nationwide and insure at least 40
million individuals by 2020.
Achievements Unlocked
With more than five million families
insured members this year, CARD
MBA’s financial capacity is at an
upswing. In fact, we are proud to say
that CARD MBA garnered an overall
performance accomplishment rating
of 104.12% in 2018.
Our major accomplishments include
the expansion of operations in Mindoro
2 (Roxas), Pangasinan (Lingayen),
Bulacan (Guiguinto), Camarines 2
(Nabua), Sultan Kudarat (Isulan),
and Zamboanga City (Zamboanga
Basulta); the development of new
microinsurance products; as well as
the implementation of supplemental
services. In the process, we remain
rooted in our core values of
competence, family spirit, integrity,
simplicity,
humility,
excellence,
and stewardship while fulfilling our
mission to promote the welfare of the
marginalized sectors in the Philippines.
We also launched the Remitter
Protek Plan, an insurance plan for
our members who remit collections
weekly to CARD financial institutions.
Under this program, we insured a total
of 189,972 from October to December
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2018 across 6,827 Centers.
Disaster Response
Our care for our members extended
beyond financial aid. Through the
CARD MRI Disaster Relief Assistance
Program (CDRAP), we provided
food and medicine packs to more
than 361,750 households affected by
typhoons Henry, Josie, Luis, Ompong,
Samuel, and Usman from January to
December 2018.
Transformation Through
Digital Innovation
CARD MBA is a frontrunner in building
transformative participation for all
by utilizing the digital technologies
at hand. One of the most impactful
effects of embracing digitalization in
our systems is the realization of our
‘8-24’ hour strategy, which allowed
CARD MBA to pay its members’
insurance claims in under 24 working
hours and provide even faster claims
reimbursement to its members in
times of crisis. This is an improvement
from our ‘1-3-5’ day strategy where
claims were settled within one, three
or five days. As part of the verification
process, we provided unique codes
to each member, which would be
used whenever there is death in a
member’s family. This makes our
validation procedure faster than ever.
Our goals may change, yes, but my
trust and confidence lie in CARD
MBA’s reputation to deliver results.
Truthfully, we cannot do this without
everyone’s participation. In this
regard, I urge all our stakeholders from the board, management, MBA
coordinators, and the staff of CARD
MBA - to join us in our mission of
securing more lives and perfecting
our services and systems with the
5-8-40 goal in mind.

As a provider of affordable life
and non-life insurance products
and services, we at the CARD MRI
Insurance Agency, Inc. (CaMIA) will
continue to improve our engagement
with our clients by optimizing the use
of modern technology. Our belief is
that being true to our mission begets
better results.
One of our many highlights this year
was the pilot testing of Kabuklod
individual in 12 provincial offices. Since
we cannot still evaluate its impact on
our bottom-line, we will continue pilot
testing it in the coming years. Also this
year, we started to sell CARD Care
to our clinets’ spouses in selected
provincial offices that generated a
positive impact on the program’s
number of sales. We also targeted to
strengthen the BINHI program, so we
employed additional pilot areas for
this.
This year, we sold over 1.6 million in
policies for our five major products:
Kabuklod plan, Sagip plan, CARD Care,
DAKILA, and BINHI.
Empowering our
Distribution Channels
Excellent groups are led by excellent
leaders. It is vital that our leaders are
competent and reliable so that the
knowledge-sharing mechanism within
our institution would be enhanced to
capacitate everyone.
With this, we support the endeavors of
our leaders to improve their knowledge
and skills, and in turn, they are able to
pass on their learning to the workforce.
Aside from our leaders, we recognize
that the fundamentals of our
operations lie significantly on the sales
force and distribution channels. That
is why this year we enrolled 156 MICs

in eLearning conducted by CMDI.
Implementing a series of trainings
for the MICs also enabled them to
improve their skills and capacity as
our core coordinators.
Reinforcing Digital
Transformation
The digital age provides a path for
major changes in the processes of
our institution. This year, we have
developed a web-based system
for our staff so the data input and
checking would be more convenient
and less time-consuming. We also
use social media platforms to
facilitate easier communication with
clients. We have MIC chat groups
where they can report their concerns
so our microinsurance supervisors
are on the loop. We have also
created a Facebook page, which we
are preparing to completely launch
by 2019.
We acknowledge, however, that this
easy access to technology is not
for everyone. Many families and
communities in distant areas do
not have the luxury to access the
Internet because of lack of available
technology. How do we reach them,
then? With the help of Pioneer, we
have developed and implemented
an offline system so that Internet
access is not needed when our MICs
are going to remote areas.
We will continue to put our best
foot forward in our mission to serve
more than eight million clients and
provide insurance to more than
40 million individuals by 2020.
Technological advancements will
be maximized, digital divide will be
bridged, outreach will be expanded,
and building capacity of our leaders,
staff, and the distribution channels
will be reinforced.
Achieving 5-8-40 and Beyond
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With the collective effort of everybody
from the top management of CARD
Pioneer Microinsurance, Inc. to the
operations staff, microinsurance
coordinators
(MICs)
and
microinsurance supervisors (MISs),
we were able to increase our sales
premium by 30%. We decided to
tweak the effective interventions that
we had done in 2017 because we also
recognize the need to do something
new and better. The continuous
increase in sales has driven
expectations of the management
higher. We thought that the five or
10 percent increase in sales is not
enough. We needed to do more by
successfully executing the plans we
have for 2018.
We launched our first travel incentive
in Cebu, which aimed to motivate
the MICs and MISs—the mothers,
to sell a total of PhP1 million worth
of premiums. This generated 183
qualifiers
and
PhP220
million
premiums. Additionally, we launched
two raffle promos: the Sagip,
Sakay, Saya, where 142 winners
were rewarded and PhP320 million
premiums were generated; and, in
the second half of 2018, we launched
Sagip, Susi sa Kabuhayan, which
generated PhP568 million projected
premiums.
We decided to continue our free
Medicash Dengue bundle with our
premium driver product, Sagip, seeing
that this effective scheme resulted
in high sales. We also identified 12
Kabuklod individuals in 12 POs as we
piloted the product. We also extended
the CARD Care product we were
initially offering to our clients, to their
dependent spouses.
In the middle of 2018, the approval of
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license of CARD banking institutions
to sell our microinsurance products
was also granted, enabling us to
cross-sell our products. We also
expanded our BINHI unit offices from
58 pilot units to 100 pilot units in 2018.
Better Services for All
Although it is our focus to insure clients
within the CARD network, we also aim
to expand our reach to everybody
especially the socioeconomically
challenged communities.
We at CPMI and CARD MRI are
strengthening our goal of providing
a helping hand to the poor. This
objective is still at heart. In terms
of our designs and products, we
always consider what is apt to the
clients’ situation. Our decisions lie
mainly on the needs and capabilities
of all our clients. What do they want
and need? We have this customer
journey mapping, where we try
to understand the situation of our
clients. We identify the steps that they
go through to address these issues,
and we consider their perspectives
first before designing our products
and services.
Digitalization with Personal Touch
We may be into digital transformation,
but we will continue to ensure the
human touch of our service will
remain. The digital innovation is
already in place within our institution.
We recognize its importance—
the convenience it provides to
the workload of our staff and the
processes that the clients go through.
But we should not abandon human
touch as there are processes where
it is extremely important especially
in building our clients’ trust. CARD is
known for its human touch, and we
will not lose it.
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Our hearts are steadfast in providing
sustainable health care to our clients,
their families, and their communities.
This year was about extending our
existing means and creating our own
unique ways to provide high quality
and affordable health services among
the Filipino community.
For over seven years, BotiCARD has
grown from just being a desire to help
the poor Filipino families have access
to quality and affordable health care
services to now nine pharmaceutical
branches
serving
the
Filipinos
nationwide.
We have also intensified our health
care services by going beyond
the conventional over-the-counter
transactions by bringing those
services to our stakeholders. Through
our continuous partnerships with
CARD MRI’s Microfinance and Health
Protection (MaHP) Program, we
were able to deliver our clients’ over–
the-counter medical needs through
community heath days in different
areas where CARD MRI is present.
We have also devoted educational
discussions solely to raise their
awareness on certain medical issues
in order to radiate it to improve selfcare and care for their families and
communities.
Extending our Means
As we are devoted in hastening our
deliveries of health care services, we
have tied hands with Generika as
we share the same social purpose
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of providing quality and affordable
health care to the Filipinos. Through
the MedSupply partnership, BotiCARD
can now respond faster to over 6.1
million CARD MRI clients in times of
calamities through Generika’s over 770
branches nationwide. The CARD MRI
staff also benefit from the MedPadala
partnership, which enables them to
make digital real-time money transfer
transactions to their families.
The Road Ahead
BotiCARD sways with technology as we
transcend towards a new era of faster
and more efficient transactions for our
clients. Our operational transactions
will shift from manual to digital through
the acquisition of the Point-of-Sale
(POS) systems, which will enable easier
reconciliations, faster reports and
inventories, and digitally printed invoice
receipts. In 2019, we are happy to
declare that we are opening two new
branches to serve our clients in Legazpi
and Tagum. The BotiCARD Health Plus
will also be reinforced in our Davao
and Pangasinan branches. These
continuous expansions will greatly help
in our vision of being a more inclusive
health care service provider in the
Philippines, which is always anchored
on affordability and accessibility.
We, at BotiCARD, will never get tired
of searching for ways to improve
our services and to reach a bigger
segment of the Filipino population
in order to deliver the authentic
BotiCARD brand of both quality and
affordability.
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As CARD MRI Group continues to
innovate and improve its processes
to further increase and expand its
outreach for inclusive financing, our
role at CARD MRI Property Holdings
Inc. is to also strengthen our support
by providing the best and quality
services and facilities for CARD MRI’s
advantage.
This year, a total of PhP210,966,681
investment for land and building
was made to sustain the regular
operations and activities of CARD
MRI. We were able to construct
buildings for CARD Bank and CARD
SME Bank in Lucban, Cagayan de
Oro, Mamburao, Naval, Barleta in San
Pablo City, and Mintal in Davao.
This year, we hired a draftsman who
helped us in providing 13 designs of
buildings and offices for renovation
and construction to ensure that the
clients and staff of CARD MRI are
secured and safe at work or while
doing transactions at any CARD
offices. Moreover, a PhP200 million
Term Loan from Land Bank of the
Philippines was approved for us to
gain more assets that would help us
in realizing the vision and mission of
CARD MRI.
To make sure that our staff are
equipped with the required knowledge
and right skills, several trainings and
other capacity-building programs
were attended this year. One of the
highlights is the Comprehensive
Property Appraisal Seminar held on
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November 23-24, 2018. The training
allowed us to perform property
valuations in line with internationally
accepted standards and best
practices.
Achieving 5-8-40 and Beyond
Two years from now, CARD MRI
Group will conclude its 5-8-40 goal.
As of December 2018, CARD MRI
has already reached more than 6.1
million clients, insuring more than 24
million individuals nationwide. We are
already close to achieving the goal
and we are doing our best to reach
more and do beyond what we are
capable of.
Next year, more buildings and offices
will be constructed to accommodate
the volume of CARD clients
nationwide. In fact, the construction
of San Fernando, Masbate, and
Tanauan, Leyte properties is ongoing.
We will also increase the number of
our manpower to be able to provide
timely and cost-efficient services to
CARD MRI. More service providers
from Luzon, Visayas, and Mindanao
will be tapped.
The coming years are crucial for
CARD…but as a group of mutually
reinforcing institutions armed with
passion and commitment to serve
and eradicate poverty, we are sure
that things will unfold beyond what is
expected.

As evidenced by the continuous
integration of information technology
solutions throughout CARD MRI,
our group of institutions are fully
committed in transforming ourselves
through digital innovation. In these
monumental shifts, it is essential to
have many options or paths to take
to ensure that the eventual goal is
realized.

Through sound investments and
interests acquisition, we continuously
maximize CARD MRI’s business
opportunities both inside and outside
the Philippines where we have a
business
presence.
Throughout
2018, we made sure to maintain and
expand our grasp and interests in the
corporations we have put our stake
in.

Another year has passed, and as
we continue to pursue this purposive
transformation for the benefit of
our client-members, we at CARD
MRI Holdings Inc. also continue to
do our part in ensuring we have the
resources and opportunities always
present when the need arises.

The goal of CARD MRI Holdings
Inc. is to make sure that CARD
MRI will always have a multitude
of opportunities to take in order
to achieve its collective mission of
poverty eradication in the Philippines.

CARD MRI Holdings Inc. is in the
business of investment, owning and
acquiring shareholdings in other
corporations. We also provide
business support to the corporations’
subsidiaries, affiliates and other
related companies to continuously
enhance service, compliance and
productivity and core practices.
These engagements, of course, are
all done in the service of CARD MRI
and, ultimately, for the benefit of our
client-members.

CARD MRI Holdings Inc. is fully
committed in doing our part in
achieving our 5-8-40 strategic
direction by the year 2020. We look
forward to another year of service
to our fellow institutions in CARD
MRI. Some may view the future as
uncertain, but for us the future looks
ever more brighter.
CARD MRI Holdings Inc. will never let
any present opportunity that comes
before us to pass. We will always
seize the day - for a better tomorrow.

Achieving 5-8-40 and Beyond
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CARD-BDSFI is in the process of
continuous evolution and expansion
toward achieving its goal of selfsustainability and inclusive growth
among client-partners.
Our latest data show that CARD-BDSFI
had assisted 48,369 direct and indirect
clients, suppliers, and wholesalers
through its core activities, like product
development and building value chain
and market access. CARD-BDSFI had
received grants of PhP15 million in 2018.
Committed to building a sustainable
business development service, CARDBDSFI responds to the needs of all the
CARD micro-entrepreneur clients when
they want to initiate the promotion,
development, and expansion of their
business activities, and eventually, the
improvement of their quality of life.
At the core of CARD-BDSFI is the
product development and promotion
of local produce of CARD MRI clients so
that they get more exposure and their
products become more marketable. As
of December 2018, the institution was
able to do business advisory services to
322 and 11,480 direct and indirect clients,
respectively.
Our product development and promotion
also provide the clients with market
training, capacity-building, introduction
to new technologies, and compliance to
regulatory requirements such as Food
and Drug Administration (FDA).
Last year, FDA has approved and granted
license to Bay facility as re-packer
through the assistance of CARD-BDSFI.
Our other highlights include successful
partnerships with other enterprises that

benefit CARD clients.
Also, as of December 2018, CARDBDSFI has helped 5,658 clients in
partnership and linkages. CARDBDSFI augments the income of its
clients by linking them directly to
buyers/consumers, through business
centers found all over the Philippines,
and through partnerships with other
social enterprises that share the
same goals as CARD-BDSFI’s. These
linkages, and more, happen in two
ways: online and offline.
We acknowledge the importance
of the equal balance between
online and offline strategies. While
the institution plans to dive into
the digital sooner than later, it
recognizes that digitization is a way
of life that needs to be prepared
for, taken seriously, and thought of
well. CARD-BDSFI cannot afford to
lose its client-partners’ confidence.
CARD-BDSFI constantly weighs
what technologies to share to its
clients. It’s always informed in its
decision in maximizing the powers of
both the online and offline platforms
in disseminating information.
CARD-BDSFI is walking towards the
path it has always envisioned, and
the data prove the institution’s efforts
in achieving the annual goals. These
numbers will only be mere numbers
without meaning if the continuous
cooperation of all stakeholders is
absent.
We will continue to bring high-quality
services to CARD MRI’s current
clients, and for all the clients it will
welcome in the future.
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With the goal of expansion, evolution,
and economic inclusion of clients, one
of MLNI’s biggest tasks in 2018 was
the expansion of its distribution of
products through its trusted re-sellers.
MLNI has always been vocal and
focused in its mission to help the
Nanays, our microfinance clients, in
marketing, promoting, advertising,
consolidating,
manufacturing,
and trading of quality items, while
promoting our own Filipino-made
products.
MLNI’s mission is to keep these
numbers growing. But, it’s not
always about the hard data. At the
heart of MLNI is sustainability and
empowerment, which the clients must
feel and must be translated in their
everyday lives.
Further, while MLNI products started
with crafts like bags and accessories,
items will remain in the institution’s
list, but food products, especially the
ready-to-eat items, are easier to scale
up.
Hence, MLNI will be focusing on food
tracks and food items, which the
Nanays themselves made.
Overcoming Challenges
and Going Online
There are three challenges that
MLNI faces: system transfer, product
development, and market access.
To answer these three, MLNI converged
online and traditional strategies.
Thanks to offline interactions, or those
done traditionally or face-to-face,
clients and partners are educated,
trained, and equipped with skills
on how to do their businesses, and
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how to do them right. Knowledge
and education will always be the
foundation of MLNI’s services.
The online media, on the other
hand, is a platform-strategy for
focusing on marketing, selling,
and networking—which are also
fundamentals of a thriving and
successful microentrepreneurship.
The bigger the reach online and
the many the virtual channels
mean the better MLNI products and
bigger profits for the stakeholders.
The institution is now looking at
strengthening its e-commerce clout,
like plans on entering partnership
with online shopping sites, to utilize
the strengths of social media and
the Internet. The virtual market will
enable MLNI to harness the power of
click in terms of buying, selling, and
networking products and services
to Filipinos in areas where physical
stores are not present.
MLNI has not only tapped
e-commercial sites, but social media
sites, like its Facebook page, as
well. This is for utilizing reach and
convenience of access and use. It’s
not only about the likes and shares—
although they are important—but it’s
really about being critical and asking
the right questions.
MLNI is continuously learning and
re-learning the ins and outs of doing
business, and while there will always
be challenges ahead, the MLNI
management will continue its pursuits
and passion in bringing change and
sustainable development to the
lives of the major stakeholders—
the clients—so that they can live
a better life and give meaningful
contributions to nation building.

CARD MRI Hijos Tours Inc. is unlike any
other tour company today. While our
programs certainly offer the perks of a
typical tour package - fun, adventure,
leisure, sightseeing, new experiences,
and people - we are immensely proud
of what sets them apart: purpose.
Research-based and strategically
designed, our tour programs serve
as a vehicle for meaningful travel, or
“maglakbay nang may saysay.” With
the primary aim to help our travelers
rediscover their heritage, we have
set out since 2017 to conceptualize
and facilitate one-of-a-kind tour
experiences in selected places around
the country.
Tourism for Development
Conceptualized as a program under
the Corporate Communications Unit of
CARD MRI, Hijos de San Pablo (Children
of San Pablo) strived to highlight the
plight and social revolution of women
in San Pablo City. As such, we hoped it
could serve as a communication tool,
to ultimately spur development.
After the success of the first tour
program, subsequent programs were
designed and initiated. This year, we
continued in conducting tours in the
San Pablo, Iloilo, and Samar and Leyte
areas.
As part of the greater CARD MRI
family, Hijos Tours is a form of support
for other established institutions,
focusing on microentrepreneurs who
provide their talents and products.
All of our initiatives are communitybased. There is so much potential
among people, especially women,
within communities. Equipped with the
platform, Hijos Tours seeks to place
them at the center stage and unleash
their potentials.

For Each Place, a Story
CARD MRI Hijos Tours Inc. wants to
bridge the gap between the Filipino
and their cultural identity. We believe
the way to achieve this is through
experiencing the place and the
community. Our programs first go
through intensive research before
they are designed. What we want to
share with our travelers is that each
place bears a story that must be
heard, discussed, and passed on, so
that each local history remains alive.
Purposeful Journeys
We certainly look forward to
creating more purposeful journeys
and sharing them with interested
travelers. As we enter the age of
digital transformation, there’s no
telling how significantly it will change
the way we do things. We anticipate
smoother back-end operations,
communication, and transactions
among clients. We also hope that
through digital marketing, our tour
programs could receive travelers
from the general public. Despite the
many changes that about to come
to our young company, we remain
committed to continue the advocacy
of traveling with purpose-helping the
Filipino people preserve their cultural
identity, putting a spotlight on local
histories, and most importantly,
uplifting communities.
We are firm in our belief that
everything we do has to run parallel
to the core values and end-goal of
CARD MRI to eradicate poverty. By
developing locales, we help people
realize their value. By showcasing
their value, we bring more livelihood
opportunities to the communities
within these locales. Tourism as a
tool for development - this is the
CARD MRI Hijos Tours way.
Achieving 5-8-40 and Beyond
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CARD-MRI Development Institute
(CMDI) believes that education is a
basic human right. However, we are still
confronted with the reality that there
remains to be so many roadblocks
preventing people from getting access
to quality education. CMDI is at the
forefront of using education as a driver
in combating inequality and ensuring
that no one is left behind.
Making History
As we push for the “One Family, One
Graduate” program, 2018 became an
important year for CMDI to promote
who we are and what we do. Through
our continuous efforts to introduce our
goals to various communities, we were
able to reach out to our target enrollees
for both Bay and Tagum campuses.
Our targets were two-pronged –
the families of CARD clients and the
general public. We used a personal
approach to reach them – going from
one house to another, meeting family
members, and inviting them to see the
campus. We wanted to engage them
and explain our programs to them.
Along with this, we knew that we had to
increase our visibility, and our students
served as the best ambassadors of the
institution. In 2018, we encouraged our
students to join community activities,
sports festivals, and other contests.
Aside from increasing our profile and
network, these activities also boosted
the confidence of our students and
helped in building their characters.
This 2018, we held a momentous event
– our first graduation for college and
senior high school students in our
Bay and Tagum campuses. A total of
157 students marched and received
their diplomas – a historic moment for
CMDI!
The institution’s training department

welcomed several feats as well.
This year marked the training
implementation under the Center for
Leadership. To broaden our distance
learning program, we introduced
online education modules for CARD
MRI clients and managers. More
than 500 participants finished seven
courses offered under the program,
such as Microfinance Technology,
Microinsurance Technology, and
Microinsurance for MBA Coordinators.
Ending the Cycle of Poverty
Through Education
CMDI aims to be a university in the
future. While we still have a long way
to go, we are beginning to work on
our objective by ensuring that our
systems are compliant. We are also
doing continuous research to see
how we can improve our offerings,
systems, and processes. We also
understand that students are now
more tech-savvy, so our classrooms
are IT-ready and school work can be
done through online collaborations.
We also use blended learning in
some of our subjects.
For 2019, we want to reach more
students and add new programs
to our senior high school level.
We are also in the preparatory
phase to launch two new programs
in our Tagum campus – one in
Accountancy and another in Tourism.
We also want to strengthen our BS
Entrepreneurship course so that our
students can tread this path and
become future employers.
It has always been CMDI’s goal to
end the cycle of poverty through
education. More than creating
degrees, we want to help our students
to rise above poverty and help build
more resilient and empowered
communities.
Achieving 5-8-40 and Beyond
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Born
out
of
the
corporate
communications unit, the CARD MRI
Publishing House is an expansion
of CARD MRI’s services and efforts
nationwide. With the rapid transition
to digital technologies, the Publishing
House is given the task to reach
out to more individuals and deliver
inspiring stories of perseverance,
empowerment,
and
community
development through CARD MRI
while building on genuine human
connections
with
our
existing
members and clients.
In the past year, we have produced
six Sulong Newspapers and two
Forward
Magazines
that
are
available in multiple outlets not just in
our institutions but in schools, hotels,
and even transportation terminals. It
is important to highlight that we also
welcomed 18 contributed articles in
our Sulong newspaper, so that the
voices of our clients and other private
and government offices are also
given the right platform. Through
this initiative, we were able to publish
other development-oriented efforts
of other agencies that contribute to
our goal of poverty eradication.
The duty of publishing does not just
lie in delivering what’s new to our
stakeholders, but also in archiving
our past accomplishments and the
happy memories we shared with
our stakeholders from all over the
country. In turn, we have uploaded
and updated news and content in
our website so that families and even
our own staff who want to keep upto-date are just one click away. This
success is apparent in our social
media channels, with the CARD MRI
Facebook page surpassing 100,000
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likes in the past year.
For the upcoming year, we plan
to publish activity/story books
for children, comics for CARDMRI Development Institute (CMDI)
students, and even travelogues
and planners to establish the CARD
MRI Publishing House’s niche in the
publishing industry. We are also
excited to launch new and engaging
content on several online platforms
including our YouTube channel to
reach young audiences. It is in these
efforts that we hope to promote the
value of building online communities.
Reaching Out, No Matter What
Looking forward, we are optimistic
about reaching our 5-8-40 goal. On
our end, we will continue publishing
development-oriented stories and
publications so people would know
that CARD MRI is in the business of
poverty eradication.
As we strategize another fruitful year
ahead, we always keep in mind that
change is inevitable and we must
always be able to adapt to the everchanging digital structures and needs
of our growing client base. This is
why we continue to expand our team
by including more skilled indiviuals
in writing, illustrating, designing,
and publishing to help spread the
message of CARD MRI. Reaching out
not only means finding more clients
in Luzon, Visayas, and Mindanao,
but also educating more Filipino
communities about microfinance
and leading the way to communitybased social development. It is in this
manner that we hope to improve lives
and empower the socioeconomically
challenged.

CARD MRI is a group of 21 social
development-oriented
institutions
united by it passion and collective
goal of poverty eradication. The
ever-growing nature of CARD MRI
Group and its clients’ needs may
lead to differences in process and
policy implementation, potentially
affecting the group’s operations.
With this arising, there’s a need to
unify all institutions and ensure that
all procedures are well-managed
and that all concerns are addressed.
This is where the Support Group
was positioned. Our goal is to serve
as the common ground supporting
all the 21 institutions and ensure
that
policy
implementation
is
correct, standardized, and most
especially, aligned with what CARD
MRI envisions. The Support Group is
strategically decentralized in order
to provide immediate guidance and
assistance to all 21 institutions across
the country.

under the Resource Mobilization Unit
(RMU). Launched in May 2000, the CSP
has been actively and successfully
providing a platform for qualified
students to have well-deserved
opportunities for education. A total of
12,465 scholars have been supported
by CARD MRI as of December 2018,
of which, 4,817 have graduated.

The Support Group is composed of
ten individual units, each with their
own specific roles and responsibilities.
These units work hand-in-hand
to ensure that all the concerns of
the 21 CARD MRI institutions are
appropriately addressed.

To
foster
collaboration
and
connections among CSP scholars,
CMDI facilitated and organized the
CSP Annual Gathering of Scholars
(Pagbulas - Luzon scholars), which
was conducted last May 25-27, 2018
in Bay, Laguna and was attended by
109 scholars. Aside from this, CMDI
also organized and conducted two
batches of science workshops with Dr.
Nobee Iwasaki, which was participated
by 69 students, who were mostly
Zero Dropout Program beneficiaries
in Bay, Laguna and Tagum, Davao
del Norte. The first Pagbuklod - a
gathering of CARD Scholarship
Program Alumni Achievers - was also
held on December 15, 2018, attended
by 21 graduate scholars who have
passed their respective Board Exams
and are now employed professionals
outside CARD MRI. This event was
graced by CARD MRI executives.

Strength in Partnerships
Believing in the power of education to
bring about change in the community,
we at CARD MRI offer educational
assistance and scholarships through
the CARD Scholarship Program (CSP)

As of December 30, 2018, a total of 191
graduate scholars were employed in
CARD - 132 (69%) of whom are still
active employees. The Road to 1
Million Zero Dropout Beneficiaries is
now on its 931,521-mark.
Achieving 5-8-40 and Beyond
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The achievements of CARD MRI will not have been
possible without the partnerships made with various
organizations supporting our initiative. A fourth branch
of CARD, Inc. to be opened in Capas, Tarlac will be
adopted by Aboitiz Foundation, Inc., in addition to the
three already adopted branches in Tiwi, Calinan, and
La Trinidad. A total of 5,171 members were served by
these units, with loans outstanding of PhP13 million, and
a repayment rate of 100%.
Our partnership with the Canadian Co-operative
Association (CCA), now known as the Co-operative
Development Foundation of Canada (CDF Canada),
yielded 2,456 qualified sari-sari store owners and
availed loans amounting to PhP35.15M through the
PREMIUM Project Bagong Araw Philippines. A PREMIUM
Project Caravan was also held last January 23, 2018 in
Palo, Leyte and was participated by key people from
CDF Canada, Dr. Jaime Aristotle B. Alip, and Senator
Bam Aquino, with more than 900 store beneficiaries
of the project. As of December 30, 2018, a total of 399
clients availed the Sagip Negosyo insurance, a store
insurance product developed as part of the resiliency
advocacy of the project. A series of visits are then
being conducted by The Brain Trust and GAC project
monitors of the Government of Canada in relation to
the end of the project term in March 2019. Moreover, in
commemoration of the Typhoon Haiyan incident, the
project, through Microventures Foundation, conducted
a tree-planting activity in Palo, Leyte that marks as a
culminating activity for Cohort 3 beneficiaries.
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Meanwhile, in CARD’s participation to the government
project Pondo sa Pagbabago at Pag-asenso (P3), a
total of 47,860 clients whose centers and businesses
are in the market areas have been reported by CARD,
Inc. The total loans disbursed by CARD amounted to
PhP557.12 million with loans outstanding of PhP57.5
million. The MOU for the project was renewed last
October 5, 2018 with a ceremony held in DTI Makati.
In the first P3 National Congress, CARD MRI was
acknowledged by the government as an ally in pushing
P3 in its communities using its own fund.
Another project with its pilot implementation resulting to
3,397 clients served with total loans outstanding of PhP9
million as of December 31, 2018 is the Paglambo Project,
a Shari’ah-inspired Financial Assistance Program. There
were two exposure trips to Domphet Dhuafa, a Shari’ah
implementer and a
Ramon Magsaysay Awards
Foundation (RMAF) awardee, attended by CARD
operations and finance administrators for hands-on
experience of the program. The most recent travel
resulted to the enhancement of policies to strengthen
compliance to Shari’ah.
When it comes to partnerships outside the country,
our International Group (IG) supports our partners and
operations in Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos, Vietnam , and
Myanmar through technical assistance on microfinance
and microinsurance operations. A total of 311,528 clients
with loans outstanding of USD56.24 million have been
reported as of December 30, 2018, and a total of

117,636 clients have been insured. In Cambodia, a new
partnership and investment in K-Farm was forged
where CARD, Inc. holds 26.92% of the company’s share.
The business objective of K-Farm is to farm and plant
rubber, cashew nut, pepper, and dates, among other
plants, and to store and trade the same, including
vegetables and gasoline.
For our Overseas Filipino Workers (OFWs) in Hong
Kong, CARD MRI also provides free financial literacy
programs through the CARD Hong Kong Foundation.
A total of 2,718 OFWs participated in the Foundation’s
financial literacy sessions, and of these OFWs, 2,092
families have been visited by CARD; 1,579 out of these
families have consequently availed CARD services.
A Heart for Service
Another initiative under the Support Group is the
Microfinance and Health Protection (MaHP) Program.
A total of 267,997 patients availed of the program’s
Community Health Day, Clinic and Laboratory
services, CARD Community Clinic (3C), and center
visits. Accomplishments such as bloodletting activities,
health messages through text blasts to CARD MRI
clients, non-members, and staff, support for the
Kaunlaran Caravan activities focusing on proper dental

care, fertility awareness, family planning orientation,
maternal and child health care were reported for the
year 2018.
As of December 2018, a total of 16 couples signed up to
be part of CARD MRI’s Family Planning Project, which
focuses on sexual and reproductive health. The nurses
of MaHP unit were able to provide tools for client use
such as fertility calendar, cervical mucus, and basal
body temperature monitoring sheet. Meanwhile, CARD,
Inc. Health Services (Laboratory services) is opened
daily to give more options to clients, dependents, and
staff to avail of diagnostic services. It also extends its
services directly to some branches, units, and centers
to lessen travel expenses of our clients just to avail the
services. Information dissemination on topics under
health education was also covered by CARD MRI in
partnership with Radyo Pilipinas, Lucena City Quezon,
DWLC 1017 kHz. It is also worth noting that through the
MaHP Program, a total of 6,040 CARD MRI clients were
enrolled to PhilHealth.
Notable Accomplishments
The year 2017 served as the transition period for the
Support Group due to a change in administration. During
this year, all processes were thoroughly assessed.
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Subsequently, the full implementation and development
of such processes were done in 2018. The structure of
support is now set in such a way that all processes are
streamlined. Redundancies were eliminated for faster
and more efficient support across all institutions. A
standard case load was also implemented to determine
the standard need for and distribution of employees
across institutions and projects.
One of the major accomplishments by the Support
Group this year is the full implementation of the
Human Capital Information System (HCIS) that made
a significant impact on the processing of transactions
within the HR Unit. Previously, long-winded and tedious
processes, such as staff transfer, promotion, etc.
can now be initiated fully through the system, and
transactions become viewable and accessible. This
promotes transparency of processes when it comes to
turnaround time and progress of document checking
and approvals.
The Organization and Administration Unit also
implemented the Asset Management System (AMS), a
similar online system where processes such as vehicle
registration are enhanced and decentralized - instead
of sending documents and requirements manually,
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such processes will be initiated through the system, and
all Area Managers in the field are given access. A Central
Security Monitoring System was also implemented for
centralized visibility in the head office regarding events
and happenings in the field offices and branches,
spearheaded by the Security Group.
Overcoming Obstacles
The mission of the Support Group to unify all 21
institutions in policy implementation and standardizing
processes through various strategies for development
is not without its challenges. Adoption of new systems
and approaches to fulfill job responsibilities is not
only a continuous learning process but also a case of
adjustment for those who have been used to previous
and more traditional methods. Moreover, due to the
decentralization where processes are now streamlined
through the various digital systems implemented, the
Support Group needs to provide guidance through
personal interaction between institutions and Support
Group employees, which is another point for the staff
involved. All of these challenges, however, are not
insurmountable and even when such issues arise, the
Support Group is optimistic in achieving our goals in
unifying and addressing all concerns of all CARD MRI
institutions to the best of the group’s capabilities.

Developing Innovations
Technological solutions throughout CARD MRI pave the
way for the Support Group to innovate and develop
more efficient strategies to accommodate CARD MRI’s
high number of employees and expanding influence
across the country. Because of these advancements,
the Support Group is better equipped and more able to
address the concerns and assess the performances of
each individual institution under CARD.
Currently, an enhanced auditing tool is being developed
to help all 188 auditors throughout CARD to easily
identify issues across all institutions.
Another strategy currently being developed by the
Support Group is the full implementation and integration
of the Personal Information System (PIS). With this
method, those wanting to apply as CARD employees
can directly submit their information by encoding the
data through the PIS, which will automatically be linked
to the HCIS. This system allows for a quicker and more
efficient processing of such applications as there is no
need for the HR staff to encode the data, since these are
already uploaded by the applicants themselves.
Perhaps one of the biggest projects of the Support
Group that is scheduled to be implemented and
utilized in 2019 is the eProcess, a system which aims to
consolidate all support units. With the Support Group
currently setting up all processes for the system, it is
set for full implementation and use in March 2019. As
with other systems employed by the Support Group,
eProcess also aims to speed up key processes and

promote transparency. As a result, Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs) of the whole Support Group will now
be easily identified. This will be of great help not only to
all support units but also to all CARD institutions - upon
generating reports, all pending transactions are easily
viewable, and there is an easier maintenance of records
and documents.
Other projects that make use of CARD’s technological
solutions to speed up processes and promote a more
efficient approach towards work are the Customer
Relations Unit system scheduled for launching and
implementation in March 2019, which makes easier
correspondence through group chat, reflecting clients’
grievances and complaints. The Unified Collaboration
& IBM Connection System (Unified Collab), which is
a platform for CARD employees and executives to
conduct meetings online and create groups, chats, and
sends and receives emails, was also created. The Unified
Collab promotes efficiency in reducing travel costs and
time associated with conducting physical meetings, and
ensures the security of information within CARD.
Gearing Towards 5-8-40
The 5-8-40 direction aims for CARD MRI to serve over
eight million clients and insure more than 40 million
individuals by end of 2020. To achieve this, the Support
Group will continue to act and serve as the glue that
binds all CARD institutions together, and for support
not to be treated as a separate unit, but as a service
and culture embedded in all institutions, so that we may
be the instrument that unifies institutions towards one
culture, one mission, one vision - one CARD MRI.
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Ms. Flordeliza L. Sarmiento
Managing Director, CARD MRI
Ms. Jocelyn D. Dequito
Executive Director,
CARD, Inc.

Ms. Marivic M. Austria
President and CEO,
CARD Bank, Inc.

Ms. Lorenza dT. Bañez
Executive Vice President,
CARD Bank, Inc.

Ms. Lourdes B. Dijan
Executive Vice President for Finance,
CARD Bank, Inc.

Ms. Laarne D. Paje
Vice President for Audit,
CARD Bank, Inc.

Ms. Elma B. Valenzuela
President and CEO,
CARD MRI Rizal Bank, Inc.

Mr. Aristeo A. Dequito
President and CEO,
CARD SME Bank, Inc.

Ms. Cynthia B. Baldeo
Executive Vice President and COO,
CARD SME Bank, Inc.

Dr. Edzel A. Ramos
Executive Vice President,
CMDI

Ms. Deverna dT. Briones
Vice President for Administration
and Academic Affairs, CMDI

Ms. May S. Dawat
Chief Executive Officer,
CARD MBA, Inc.

Mr. Edgar V. Cauyan
President and CEO,
CMIT, Inc.

Mr. Julius Adrian R. Alip
President and CEO,
CARD-BDSFI, CARD LFC, MLNI

Mr. Vener S. Abellera
President and General Manager,
CaMIA

Ms. Rosenda P. Aquino, RPh
President,
BotiCARD Inc.

Ms. Marilyn M. Manila
Director for Academic and Curriculum
Standards, CMDI

Ms. Lyneth L. Derequito
Senior Director for Support
Services, CARD MRI

Dr. Jaime Aristotle B. Alip
Founder and Chairman Emeritus,
CARD MRI
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Dr. Dolores M. Torres
Senior Management Adviser,
CARD Bank, Inc.

Ms. Mary Jane A. Perreras
Senior Management Adviser,
CARD SME Bank, Inc.

Ms. Aniceta R. Alip
Research Adviser,
CARD MRI

Mr. Raul S. Dizon
Senior Management Adviser,
CMIT, Inc.
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The Family Council ensures that the next generation of leaders are strongly aligned with CARD MRI’s
ultimate goal to eradicate poverty and uplift the lives of the poor. The main goal is to acquaint the future
frontrunners with CARD MRI’s mission and vision and to make sure that they will always bear with them
the true heart of service for the welfare of our dear members and clients.

Dr. Jaime Aristotle B. Alip
Founder and Chairman
Emeritus
Ms. Lorenza dT. Bañez
Executive Vice President

Ms. Flordeliza L. Sarmiento
Managing Director

Dr. Dolores M. Torres
Senior Management
Adviser

Atty. Edgardo R. Marilim
Legal Counsel

Ms. Lyneth L. Derequito
Senior Director for
Support Services

Prof. Takayoshi Amenomori
Adviser
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CARD, Inc.
Ms. Flordeliza L. Sarmiento
Ms. Jocelyn D. Dequito
Mr. Vicente P. Briones Jr.
Ms. Glenda H. Atabay
Ms. Jenahlyn B. Escape
Mr. Samuel P. Tumbado
Mr. Alvin M. Villamena
Ms. Lousel E. Cortes
Mr. Josef M. Leron
Ms. Lorelie C. Alvero
Ms. Celeste B. Arceo
Mr. Alejandro F. Ilagan
Ms. Lyneth L. Derequito
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Mr. Ferdinand M. Hernandez
Ms. Ma. Ana M. Toledo
Mr. Windel B. Dejuras
Mr. Ricky J. Reyes
Mr. Jonathan C. Pondevida
Ms. Gilnora A. Bahia
Mr. Aldrin B. Mendoza
Ms. Jinky F. Mendoza
Ms. Florife T. Reynido
Ms. Gina M. Reyes
Mr. Alexis N. Garcia
Mr. Dondon A. Mercado
Mr. David A. Burgos
Mr. Jowie M. Guevarra

Mr. Diomedes D. Alvarez
Ms. Juvy S. Ocate
Mr. Louie P. Silvestre
Ms. Luzviminda A. Dalisay
Mr. Joevil T. Tardio
Mr. Jeffrey R. Rilles
Mr. Welland D. Sales
Ms. Marina A. Sepillo
Ms. Ritchel R. Dacillo
Mr. Rannel D. Aranda
Mr. Arlo Von A. Subrean
Ms. Jessica C. Solosa
Mr. Rodolf Henry J. Melgar
Mr. Isidro M. Guevarra

Atty. Anatalia F. Buenaventura
Ms. Marie Sharon D. Roxas
Ms. Jean Pauline B. Landicho
Ms. Jennifer P. Masa
Ms. Ana Theresa A. de Leon
Ms. Aurea D. Magpantay
Ms. Irma A. Nuevo
Mr. Gerardo R. Garcia
Dr. Roderick G. Belen
Ms. Evelyn Teodora M. Narvaez
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CARD Bank, Inc.
Ms. Marivic M. Austria
Ms. Lorenza dT. Bañez
Ms. Lourdes B. Dijan
Ms. Laarne D. Paje
Ms. Marissa M. de Mesa
Ms. Rizaline A. Manalo
Ms. Clarita G. Mercado
Ms. Baby Analyn A. Malaborbor
Ms. Glenda C. Castronuevo
Ms. Raquel B. Zaragoza
Mr. Juanito I. dela Cueva
Ms. Jessica J. Dichoso
Ms. Jenet R. Constantino
Mr. Jonel A. Rapera
Ms. Luella S. Bulalacao
Ms. Marissa D. Carandang
Ms. Marissa P. Escalona
Ms. Wilma D. Laurio
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Mr. Fundard P. Buncaras
Ms. Glenda C. Magpantay
Mr. Ronnie D. Fallega
Ms. Herminigilda P. Manuba
Ms. Rowena F. Galarde
Mr. Jeffrey M. Rondina
Mr. Niceto Q. Lupig
Ms. Zabeth M. Opis
Mr. Joseph I. Labastida
Ms. Geralyn C. Macasinag
Ms. Jocelyn L. Lampas
Ms. Medy M. Valenzuela
Ms. Maridel C. Mendoza
Ms. Leslie C. Marcaida
Ms. Maria Fe L. Yap
Mr. Deolito C. Valdemar
Ms. Rosafe M. Matunan
Ms. Maida B. Decano
Ms. Billie Jean C. Consignado

CARD SME Bank, Inc.
Mr. Aristeo A. Dequito
Ms. Cynthia B. Baldeo
Ms. Florence B. Castillo
Mr. Frederick Nicasio M. Torres
Ms. Noralyn D. Silvestre
Ms. Anita F. Rapera
Mr. Rodel T. Bombase
Ms. Joy G. Palomique
Mr. Jerry V. Montejo
Ms. Jeannie T. La Rosa
Ms. Cherry A. Boncajes
Mr. Allan D. Dimaano
Ms. Mary Ann C. Resplandor
Mr. Manolo M. Martinez
Mr. Dennis O. Dimaculangan
Mr. Benedict A. Ame
Ms. Leonida M. Gutierrez
Ms. Patricia G. Saballo

CARD MRI Rizal Bank, Inc.
Ms. Elma B. Valenzuela
Ms. Adoracion M. Ola
Mr. Pedro L. Maniebo
Ms. Juliana B. de Leon
Ms. Anna Lorraine J. Maur
Mr. Christopher B. dela Cruz
Ms. Marites S. Pedraja
Ms. Venus C. Justiniana
Mr. Larry Jun B. Barcoma
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CARD MBA
Ms. May S. Dawat
Ms. Janet D. Caneo
Mr. Mauricio B. Maur
Mr. Oliver M. Reyes
Ms. Arlene R. Umandap
Ms. Rona R. Nava
Mr. Roselito A. Magpantay
CaMIA
Mr. Vener S. Abellera
Ms. Lailanie L. Moral
Mr. Ely B. Rodriquez
Mr. Allan Rey L. Sarmiento
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CMDI
Dr. Jaime Aristotle B. Alip
Dr. Dolores M. Torres
Ms. Mary Jane A. Perreras
Dr. Edzel A. Ramos
Ms. Deverna dT. Briones
Ms. Marilyn M. Manila
Dr. Carissa Monina C. Ramirez
Mr. Neil M. Polinag
Mr. Christian Albert A. Sandoval
Ms. Glenda M. Lagarile
Ms. Lourdes A. Medina
Ms. Maridel A. Manalo
Ms. Marisol M. Mendelivar
Ms. Cleofe M. Figuracion
Ms. Daisy Jane D. Caballero
Ms. Ma. Ana M. Toledo

CMIT
Mr. Edgar V. Cauyan
Mr. Roderick D. Mercado
Ms. Leyne G. de Galacia
Ms. Ma. Encarnita L. Lopez
Ms. Mary Grace A. Vergavera
Mr. Jigger M. Caneo
Mr. Melvin P. Guanzon
BotiCARD
Ms. Rosenda P. Aquino, RPh.
Mr. Ferdinand S. Umali
CPMI
Mr. Aristopher F. Punzalan

CLFC/BDSFI/MLNI
Mr. Julius Adrian R. Alip
Mr. Vladimer D. Sanchez
Ms. Ma. Rodessa R. Burgos
EMPC
Ms. Nenia I. Peralta
RISE
Ms. Amy T. Panaligan
CMPHI
Ms. Aileen F. Andal
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CARD, Inc.

CARD SME Bank, Inc.

Dr. Jaime Aristotle B. Alip - Founder and Chairman
Emeritus
Dr. Dolores M. Torres - Chairperson
Ms. Flordeliza L. Sarmiento - Vice-Chair & President
Ms. Lorenza dT. Bañez
Ms. Elma B. Valenzuela
Atty. Arnel Paciano D. Casanova
Mr. John P. Sevilla
Mr. Julius Adrian R. Alip
Ms. Ma. Luisa P. Cadaing
Mr. Efren C. Cosico - Corporate Auditor
Ms. Maria Elena M. Ruiz - Corporate Treasurer
Ms. Jocelyn D. Dequito - Corporate Secretary
Atty. Edgardo R. Marilim - Legal Counsel
Dr. Epifanio A. Maniebo - Ex-Officio
Ms. Primitiva Lina P. Barreto - Ex-Officio/Client

Dr. Jaime Aristotle B. Alip - Chairperson
Ms. Mary Jane A. Perreras - Vice-Chair for
External Affairs
Ms. Flordeliza L. Sarmiento - Vice-Chair for
Administration
Mr. Aristeo A. Dequito - President and CEO
Ms. Maria Elena M. Ruiz
Ms. Elma B. Valenzuela
Ms. Marlene B. Algire
Atty. Wilfredo B. Domo-ong
Dr. Gilberto M. Llanto
Ms. Marlene B. Algire
Ms. Gloria R. Estrellado
Ms. Milagros C. Rojas - Corporate Treasurer
Dr. Edzel A. Ramos - Corporate Secretary
Atty. Edgardo R. Marilim - Legal Counsel

CARD Bank, Inc.

CARD MBA, Inc.

Dr. Jaime Aristotle B. Alip - Chairperson
Ms. Flordeliza L. Sarmiento - Vice-Chair for
Administration
Dr. Dolores M. Torres - Vice-Chair for Management &
External Affairs
Ms. Marivic M. Austria - President and CEO
Ms. Ma. Luisa P. Cadaing
Dr. Gilberto M. Llanto
Ms. Mercedita G. Medequiso
Ms. Malvarosa P. Perote
Ms. Lorenza dT. Bañez - Corporate Treasurer
Ms. Lourdes B. Dijan - Corporate Secretary
Atty. Edgardo R. Marilim - Legal Counsel

CARD MRI Rizal Bank, Inc.

Ms. Flordeliza L. Sarmiento - Chairperson
Ms. Elma B. Valenzuela - President and CEO
Dr. Dolores M. Torres
Ms. Natividad N. Alejo
Ms. Pascuala S. Geñoso
Mr. Faustino M. Buenaventura
Ms. Julieta A. Miranda
Mr. Julius Adrian R. Alip
Ms. Suzette S. Marquez
Mr. Benito R. Pagaspas - Corporate Secretary
Atty. Edgardo R. Marilim - Legal Counsel
Dr. Jaime Aristotle B. Alip - Board Adviser
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Ms. Violeta G. Aquino - President
Ms. Minerva M. Arcullo - Vice-President
Ms. Rosalyn V. Bayron
Ms. Rosalie R. Barandino
Ms. Ligaya P. Ramos
Ms. Dorfe A. Pagunsan
Ms. Audrey R. Cabebe
Ms. Girlie M. Lopez
Ms. Marabella D. Celoso
Ms. Fidela C. Gabatin
Ms. Flordeliza C. Cristobal
Ms. Analie R. Marasigan - Secretary
Ms. Hean D. Rosales - Treasurer
Ms. Arlette A. Umali - Independent BOT
Atty. Jomer H. Aquino - Independent BOT

CaMIA

Ms. May S. Dawat - Chairperson
Mr. Wilfredo M. Llanto - Vice-Chairperson
Mr. Vener S. Abellera - President
Mr. Vicente P. Briones Jr.
Ms. Cynthia B. Baldeo
Ms. Juliana B. De Leon
Ms. Glenda C. Magpantay
Mr. Alejandro C. Mangulabnan - Independent
BOD
Ms. Vida T. Chiong - Independent BOD
Atty. Edgardo R. Marilim - Legal Counsel

CPMI

Ms. May S. Dawat - Chairperson
Mr. Vener S. Abellera - President
Mr. Lorenzo O. Chan, Jr.
Mr. David C. Coyukiat
Mr. Geric G. Laude
Atty. Jomer H. Aquino - Independent BOD
Vitaliano N. Nanagas - Independent BOD

CMIT

Mr. Raul S. Dizon - Chairperson
Ms. Deverna dT. Briones- Vice-Chairperson
Mr. Edgar V. Cauyan - President
Mr. Roderick G. Mercado - Vice-President
Mr. Julius Adrian R. Alip
Ms. May S. Dawat
Dr. Emmanuel S. Santiago - Independent BOD
Mr. Floro P. San Juan - Independent BOD
Ms. Jocelyn D. Dequito - Corporate Treasurer
Atty. Anatalia F. Buenaventura - Corporate
Secretary

CMDI

Dr. Jaime Aristotle B. Alip - Chairperson
Dr. Dolores M. Torres - Vice-Chair for Planning &
External Affairs
Ms. Flordeliza L. Sarmiento - President
Ms. Ma. Luisa P. Cadaing
Dr. Gilberto M. Llanto
Dr. Agnes C. Rola
Dr. Rosalina J. Fuentes
Dr. Maria Cynthia R. Bautista
Mr. Mario A. Deriquito
Ms. Lorenza dT. Bañez - Corporate Treasurer/
Secretary
Atty. Edgardo R. Marilim - Legal Counsel
Ms. Pascuala S. Geñoso - Ex-officio
Prof. Takayoshi M. Amenomori - Ex-officio at
large
Ms. Myka Reinsch-Sinclair - Ex-officio at large

BotiCARD Inc.

Ms. Rosenda P. Aquino, RPh - President/Chairperson
Ms. May S. Dawat
Ms. Nazarita T. Tacandong
Atty. Clifford C. Burkley
Dr. Kenneth Y. Hartigan-Go
Mr. Alejandro C. Mangulabnan
Dr. Roderick G. Belen
Atty. Anatalia F. Buenaventura - Corporate Secretary
Atty. Jomer H. Aquino - Legal Counsel

CARD-BDSFI

Mr. Aristeo A. Dequito - Chairperson
Mr. Julius Adrian R. Alip - President
Dr. Jaime Aristotle B. Alip
Dr. Dolores M. Torres
Ms. Lorenza dT. Bañez
Ms. Flordeliza L. Sarmiento
Mr. Julio Jose F. Banzon
Mr. Eugenio M. Gonzales
Mr. Perry L. Villa
Atty. Anatalia F. Buenaventura - Corporate
Secretary
Atty. Edgardo R. Marilim - Legal Counsel
Ms. Doris A. Peralta - Ex-Officio

RISE

CARD EMPC

Ms. Glenda C. Magpantay - Chairperson
Ms. Deverna dT. Briones - Vice-Chairperson
Ms. Herminigilda P. Manuba
Mr. Alexis N. Garcia
Mr. Allan D. Dimaano
Mr. Alvin M. Villamena
Ms. Ma. Rodessa R. Burgos
Ms. Wilma D. Laurio
Mr. Joevil T. Tardio
Ms. Marie Sharon D. Roxas - Corporate Treasurer
Ms. Marissa M. De Mesa - Corporate Secretary

MLNI

Mr. Julius Adrian R. Alip - Chairperson/President & CEO
Mr. Frederick Nicasio M. Torres
Mr. Bernie H. Liu
Mr. Mark M. Ruiz
Mr. Franco R. Sevilla
Ambassador Romeo L. Manalo
Mr. Allan L. Sarmiento
Atty. Anatalia F. Buenaventura - Corporate
Secretary

CARD MRI Hijos Tours

CARD MRI Holdings

Mr. Raul S. Dizon - Chairperson
Ms. May S. Dawat - President
Ms. Flordeliza L. Sarmiento
Ms. Jocelyn D. Dequito - Corporate Treasurer
Atty. Anatalia F. Buenaventura - Corporate
Secretary

CARD MRI Property Holdings

Ms. Lyneth L. Derequito - Chairperson/
President
Ms. Maida B. Decano - Vice-President
Ms. Janet D. Caneo
Ms. Jocelyn D. Dequito - Corporate Treasurer
Atty. Anatalia F. Buenaventura - Corporate
Secretary

FDS Asya Philippines

Mr. Raul S. Dizon - Chairperson
Mr. Andre Setijoso - President
Ms. Flordeliza L. Sarmiento
Pak Sutjahjo Boediman
Atty. Anatalia F. Buenaventura - Corporate
Secretary

Ms. Marilyn M. Manila - Chairperson/President
Ms. May S. Dawat - Vice-Chairperson
Dr. Edzel A. Ramos
Mr. Julius Adrian R. Alip
Mr. Vladimer D. Sanchez
Ms. Maria Karina V. Garilao
Ms. Cleofe M. Figuracion - Corporate Secretary

Ms. Lousel E. Cortes- Chairperson & President
Mr. Eugenio M. Gonzales
Mr. Julius Adrian R. Alip
Sr. Melvin P. Manligoy
Sr. Rosanne B. Mallillin
Mr. Alexander M. Aquino
Atty. Anatalia F. Buenaventura - Corporate Treasurer CARD MRI Publishing House
Ms. Marilyn M. Manila - Chairperson/President
Ms. Evelyn Teodora M. Narvaez - Vice-Chairperson
CARD LFC
Ms. Aniceta R. Alip
Ms. Jocelyn D. Dequito - Chairperson
Ms. Deverna dT. Briones
Mr. Julius Adrian R. Alip - President
Mr. Guillermo G. Ramos Jr.
Mr. Julio Jose F. Banzon
Ms. Cleofe M. Figuracion - Corporate Secretary
Mr. Rolando P. dela Cruz
Ms. Josefina Y. Rances
Ms. Juliana B. De Leon
Ms. Ma. Rodessa B. Burgos - Corporate
Treasurer
Atty. Anatalia F. Buenaventura - Corporate
Secretary
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#
• 2HD COMPUTER VENTURES
• 8LAYER TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
A
• ABOITIZ FOUNDATION, INC.
• ACE CONSULTING AND GENERAL SERVICES
• ACELO B. BADELLES SR 		
MEMORIAL HIGH SCHOOL
• ADEC INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION
• AGRICULTURAL GUARANTEE FUND POOL
• AHON SA HIRAP, INC. (ASHI)
• ALALAY SA KAUNLARAN (ASKI), INC.,
• ALDIZ INC.
• ALLIED BANKING CORPORATION
• AMIHAN GLOBAL STRATEGIES
• ANR UNLIMITED MANPOWER CORP.
• ANTHILL
• APOSKAHOY NATIONAL HIGH SCHOOL
• ARDCI MICROFINANCE INC.
• ASA PHILIPPINES
• ASIA PACIFIC COLLEGE
• ASIA PACIFIC RURAL AND AGRICULTURAL
CREDIT ASSOCIATION (APRACA), THAILAND
• ASIAN ACTUARY
• ASIAN COMMUNITY TRUST, JAPAN
• ASIAN DEVELOPMENT BANK (ADB)
• ASSOCIATION OF ASIAN CONFEDERATION
OF CREDIT UNIONS (ACCU)
• ASTRID TECHNOLOGIES
• ATLANTIC GULF AND PACIFIC (AG &
P) COMPANY OF MANILA, INC.
• ATTF, LUXEMBOURG
• AUSAID, PHILIPPINES
• AUTOMATED TECHNOLOGIES INC.
• AYALA FOUNDATION

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

B
BAGNOS MULTI-PURPOSE COOPERATIVE
BANCNET INC.
BANCO DIPOLOG, INC.
BANGKO KABAYAN INC.
BANGKO SENTRAL NG PILIPINAS
BANK OF THE PHILIPPINE ISLANDS (BPI)
BANKERS INSTITUTE OF THE
PHILIPPINES, INC. (BAIPHIL)
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

BAYER
BDO FOUNDATION
BDO REMIT
BDO UNIBANK, INC.
BELLAVITA LAND CORPORATION
BINUANGAN SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
BLUE KITCHEN
BPI GLOBE BANKO
BUGCAON NATIONAL HIGH SCHOOL
BUKIDNON INTEGRATED NETWORK
OF HOME INDUSTRIES (BINHI), INC.
• BUNAWAN AGRICULTURAL HIGH SCHOOL

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

C
CABALANTIAN NATIONAL HIGH SCHOOL
CABRAL BICOLANDIA SUPERMARKET
CAFE AMADEO
CAFE DE CABUYAO
CALMAR LAND DEVELOPMENT CORP.
CANADIAN INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
AGENCY (CIDA), PHILIPPINES
CANTILAN BANK, INC.
CAPITAL SISTERS INTERNATIONAL
CASHPOR, MALAYSIA
CATHOLIC RELIEF SERVICES (CRS)
CAUNAYAN MULTIPURPOSE 		
COOPERATIVE (MPC)
CEBUANA LHUILLIER
CENTER FOR COMMUNITY 		
TRANSFORMATION (CCT)
CENTURY OFFICE EQUIPMENT TRADING
CHAMBERS OF THRIFT BANK
CHARLES AND AGNES KAZARIAN
ETERNAL (CAKE) FOUNDATION
CHEVROLET
CHEVRON GEOTHERMAL 		
PHILIPPINES HOLDINGS, INC.
CHIARO PRINTING PRESS
CHINA BANK SAVINGS, INC. (CBS)
CHINA BANKING CORPORATION
CHRISTIAN FAMILY MOVEMENT
(GREENHILLS)
CITIBANK
COMMISSION ON HIGHER 			
EDUCATION (CHED)
COMMUNITY ECONOMIC 			

VENTURE, INC., (CEVI)
• COMMUNITY SAVINGS GROUP
• CONSULTATIVE GROUP TO ASSIST
THE POOREST (CGAP), USA
• CO-OPERATIVE DEVELOPMENT
FOUNDATION (CDF) CANADA
• CORDAID, THE NETHERLANDS
• COREWARE TECHNOLOGIES, 		
INC., PHILIPPINES

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

D
DAAN SA PAG-UNLAD, INC.
DALIPUGA NATIONAL HIGH SCHOOL
DANA MANDIRI SEJAHTERA
DANAO NATIONAL SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
DEPARTMENT OF AGRARIAN REFORM
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION (DEPED)
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL WELFARE
AND DEVELOPMENT (DSWD)
DEPARTMENT OF TRADE 			
AND INDUSTRY (DTI)
DEUTSCHE BANK AG, GERMANY
DEUTSCHE BANK, USA
DEVELOPMENT ACADEMY OF
THE PHILIPPINES (DAP)
DEVELOPMENT BANK OF THE PHILIPPINES
DIGITAL PRESS
DR. GERARDO SABAL 			
SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL

E
• EAST-WEST SEED FOUNDATION, INC.
• EASTWEST BANK
• ECA LAW OFFICE (EMMANUEL C.
ALCANTARA & ASSOCIATES)
• EKPHATTANA MICROFINANCE 		
INSTITUTION (EMI), LAOS
• ELARZ LECHON
• EMBASSY OF JAPAN, PHILIPPINES
• ESPERANZA SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
• ESPIRIDION F. ENCABO I 			
MEMORIAL HIGH SCHOOL

• FERVIL PRINTHAUS
• FINTQNOLOGIES

F

• FIRST AGRO-INDUSTRIAL 			
RURAL BANK, INC.
• FOREFRONT INNOVATIVE 			
TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
• FORTRESS DATA SERVICES, INDONESIA
• FOUNDATION FOR SUSTAINABLE
SOCIETY, INC. (FSSI)
• FREEDOM FROM HUNGER (FFH), USA
• FUNDACION CODESPA
• FVP FRAMING AND GENERAL SERVICES
G
• GABAY, ARUGA, TUNGO SA PAGANGAT AT PAG-ASA (AGAPP)
• GATA DAKU MULTI-			
PURPOSE COOPERATIVE
• GAWAD KALINGA
• GENERIKA DRUG STORE
• GERMAN SAVINGS BANK FOUNDATION
• GERVACIO HOME MANAGEMENT
AIDE SERVICES
• GIANT TECHNOLOGY
• GLOBAL ALLIANCE FOR 		
BANKING ON VALUES (GABV)
• GLOBE GCASH
• GLOBE TELECOM G-XCHANGE, INC. (GXI)
• GLOBE TELECOM, INC.
• GRAINS MULTI-PURPOSE 			
COOPERATIVE (GRAINS)
• GRAMEEN BANK, BANGLADESH
• GRAMEEN FOUNDATION, USA
• GRAMEEN TRUST (GT), BANGLADESH
• GRANMA
• GROUPTECH

• ILIGAN ACCESS INSTITUTE
OF TECHNOLOGY, INC.
• ILIGAN CITY EAST HIGH
SCHOOL - HINAPLON
• ILIGAN CITY NATIONAL HIGH SCHOOL
• IMAI MEMORIAL CHARITABLE
TRUST, JAPAN
• INFO-TECH RESEARCH GROUP, CANADA
• ING BANK, NETHERLANDS
• INSOL DEVELOPMENT FOUNDATION, INC.
• INSURANCE COMMISSION
• INTERNATIONAL FINANCE 		
CORPORATION (IFC)
J
• JAE PHILIPPINES, INC.
• JANET MCKINLEY AND 			
GEORGE MILLER, USA
• JEWELHOUSE
• JOE HIGDON AND ELLEN SUDDOW, USA
• JOLLIBEE GROUP FOUNDATION
• JOVELLANOS PRINTING PRESS
• JUMP SOLUTIONS, INC., PHILIPPINES

H
• HOLY NAME UNIVERSITY
• HONDA CARS SAN PABLO
• HONG KONG SHANGHAI BANKING
CORPORATION (HSBC) LTD.
• HUMIL INTERNATIONAL CORP.,
STA. MESA, MANILA
• HYBRID SOCIAL SOLUTIONS

K
• KAALALAY FOUNDATION, INC.
• KABACSANAN NATIONAL HIGH SCHOOL
• KABALIKAT PARA SA 			
MAUNLAD NA BUHAY, INC. (KMBI)
• KALINGAGAN NATIONAL HIGH SCHOOL
• KAMMPIL
• KATIPUNAN BANK, INC., 			
ZAMBOANGA DEL NORTE
• KATUWANG RESOURCE CENTER INC.
• KCC MALLS
• KEYSTONE SOLUTIONS, INC.
• KFI CENTER FOR COMMUNITY 		
DEVELOPMENTFOUNDATION INC. (KCCDFI)
• KIBUNGSOD SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
• KINAWE NATIONAL HIGH SCHOOL
• KINOGUITAN NATIONAL 		
AGRICULTURAL HIGH SCHOOL
• KULTURA STORE INC.

I
• IBM PHILIPPINES, INC.

L
• LANDBANK OF THE PHILIPPINES

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

LCC SUPERMARKET
LGU BACNOTAN
LIANA’S
LIBERCON MULTI-PURPOSE
COOPERATIVE (LIBERCON)
LIBERTY COMMERCIAL CENTER (LCC)
LIBRA FINANCE & INVESTMENT
CORPORATION
LIFE BANK FOUNDATION, INC.
LOOC NATIONAL HIGH SCHOOL
LORELITS PRINTSHOP
LOS ARCOS MULTI-PURPOSE
COOPERATIVE (LAMPCO)
LUGAIT SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL

M
• M LHUILLIER PHILIPPINES INC.
• MACQUIARIE OFFSHORE 		
SERVICES PTY.LTD
• MAGDIWANG AGRARIAN REFORM 		
COMMUNITY MULTI-PURPOSE 		
COOPERATIVE (MARC MPC)
• MAINIT HIGH SCHOOL
• MAMA SITA
• MAMBAYAAN ES SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
• MANTICAO SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
• MAYBANK PHILIPPINES, INC.
• MEADA, CAMBODIA
• MEDIA ONCE FARMERS MULTIPURPOSE COOPERATIVE (MOFAMC)
• METROPOLITAN BANK 			
AND TRUST COMPANY (METROBANK)
• METRO COMMERCIAL AND
INDUSTRIAL SERVICE INC.
• MICROFINANCE CENTER (MFC), LAOS
• MICROFINANCE COUNCIL OF
THE PHILIPPINES (MCPI)
• MICROFINANCE INFORMATION
DATA SHARING (MIDAS), INC.
• MICROPADALA
• MICROPHASE CORPORATION
• MICROTECH SYSTEMS SERVICES 		
& EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
• MICROVENTURES (HAPINOY)
• MISAMIS ORIENTAL INSTITUTE OF
SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY (MOIST)
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•
•
•
•

MISEREOR, GERMANY
MONEYGRAM
MRS. DORIS STIVERS, USA
MSU IIT INTEGRATED
DEVELOPMENTAL SCHOOL
• MULTINATIONAL INVESTMENT
BANCORPORATION
N
• NANGALISAN MULTIPURPOSE COOPERATIVE
• NATIONAL LIVELIHOOD
DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
• NEGROS WOMEN FOR
TOMORROW FOUNDATION
• NETHERLANDS EMBASSY, PHILIPPINES
• NETSEC TECHNOLOGIES, INC., PHILIPPINES
• NETWORK MANAGERS, INC., PHILIPPINES
• NEW CITY COMMERCIAL CENTER 		
(NCCC), PALAWAN AND DAVAO
• NEW ZEALAND EMBASSY, PHILIPPINES
• NEXT MICROFINANCE, LAOS
• NEXUS TECHNOLOGIES, INC., PHILIPPINES
• NICE HEART FOUNDATION, JAPAN
• NINOY-CORY AQUINO FOUNDATION
(NCAF), PHILIPPINES
• NISSAN-ROREN FOUNDATION, JAPAN

•
•
•
•
•

O
OIKOCREDIT, THE NETHERLANDS
AND PHILIPPINES
ORGANIC OPTION INC.
ORYSPA
OXFAM AMERICA, USA
OZAMIS CITY PEOPLES MULTI
PURPOSE COOPERATIVE

P
• PACIFIC CROSS
• PADRE BURGOS MULTIPURPOSE COOPERATIVE
• PAG-ASA
• PAG-IBIG FUND
• PAG-INUPDANAY, INC.
• PALAWAN PAWNSHOP
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• PC GILMORE, QUEZON CITY
• PEACE AND EQUITY FOUNDATION (PEF)
• PEOPLE’S ALTERNATIVE LIVELIHOOD
OF SORSOGON, INC.
• PEOPLE’S CREDIT AND FINANCE CORP.
• PEOPLE’S MICROFINANCE COOPERATIVE
• PERSONNA MARKETING, QUIAPO, MANILA
• PCE - GO NEGOSYO
• PGE’S PROFESSIONAL SERVIC TEAM
• PHAROS OFF GRID TECHNOLOGIES
• PHILCARE
• PHILIPPINE BANK OF 			
COMMUNICATIONS (PB COM)
• PHILIPPINE BUSINESS FOR
SOCIAL PROGRESS (PBSP)
• PHILIPPINE CHAMBER FOR
COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY
• PHILIPPINE DEPOSIT
INSURANCE CORP. (PDIC)
• PHILIPPINE E-LEARNING SOCIETY (PELS)
• PHILIPPINE GEOTHERMAL
PRODUCTION COMPANY, INC.
• PHILIPPINE HEALTH INSURANCE
CORPORATION (PHILHEALTH)
• PHILIPPINE INSTITUTE OF CERTIFIED
PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS (PICPA)
• PHILIPPINE NATIONAL
REINSURANCE (PHILNARE)
• PHILIPPINE NATIONAL BANK (PNB)
• PHILIPPINE POSTAL BANK
• PHILIPPINE RED CROSS – SAN PABLO
• PHILIPPINE SAVINGS BANK (PS BANK)
• PHILIPPINE SOCIETY FOR TRAINING
AND DEVELOPMENT (PSTD)
• PHILIPPINE SOCIETY OF INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY EDUCATORS
• PHILIPPINE STATISTICS AUTHORITY (PSA)
• PHILIPPINE-AUSTRALIAN COMMUNITY
ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (PACAP)
• PHINMA EDUCATION NETWORK
• PILIPINAS SHELL FOUNDATION, INC.
• PINOYME FOUNDATION
• PIONEER INTERCONTINENTAL
INSURANCE INC.
• PIONEER LIFE, INC.

• PJS LAW OFFICE (PUYAT JACINTO
& SANTOS), PHILIPPINES
• PLAN INTERNATIONAL
• PLANTERS DEVELOPMENT BANK (PDB)
• PLDT
• PLI - NEGOSURE
• PORTULIN SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
• POWER MAC, MAKATI CITY
• POWERLANE RESOURCES, INC.
• PROGRESSIVE WOMEN AGRARIAN 		
REFORM COOPERATIVE
• PUREGOLD PRICE CLUB, INC.
• PUREGOLD, LAGUNA
Q
• QUEZON FEDERATION & UNION
OF COOPERATIVES (QFUC)
• QUICKSILVER SATCOM VENTURES,
INC., PHILIPPINES
• QUIDAN-KAISAHAN

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

R
RADIOWEALTH FINANCE CORPORATION
RADIUS TELECOMS, PHILIPPINES
RAGS2RICHES
RAMON MAGSAYSAY AWARD 		
FOUNDATION (RMAF)
RBAP-CB
RBT-MBA
RED CROSS
RED LOGO
RESTART MICRO-ENTERPRISE INC.
RIMANSI
RIMANSI MUTUAL SOLUTIONS
INSURANCE AGENCY, INC. (RMSI)
RIMANSI ORGANIZATION OF
ASIA AND THE PACIFIC
RISHO KOSEI-KAI FOUNDATION
(RKK), JAPAN
RIZAL COMMERCIAL BANKING
CORPORATION (RCBC)
RKK FUND FOR PEACE, JAPAN
ROBINSON’S SUPERMARKET
ROCKING MOON FOUNDATION, USA
ROHACA TYPOGRAPH PRINTSHOP

• ROSARIO SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
• RURAL BANKERS ASSOCIATION 		
OF THE PHILIPPINES (RBAP)

S
• SALAY NATIONAL HIGH SCHOOL
• SAMIC PLC., CAMBODIA
• SAN JULIAN MULTI-PURPOSE
COOPERATIVE
• SAN PABLO BANKERS CORP.
• SAN PABLO CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
• SAPANG DALAGA NATIONAL HIGH SCHOOL
• SAVINGS BANK FOUNDATION
FOR INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
(SBFIC), GERMANY
• SCHEELE LABORATOTIES PHILIPPINES INC.
• SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
• SECURITY BANK
• SENCO LINK TECHNOLOGIES,
INC., MAKATI
• SERVICE RESOURCE INC.
• SERVING HUMANITY
THOUGH EMPOWERMENT &
DEVELOPMENT (SHED), INC.
• SGV (SYCIP, GORRES & VELAYO) COMPANY
• SGV FOUNDATION INC.
• SIPSIPIN MULTI-PURPOSE COOPERATIVE
• SM SUPERMALLS
• SMALL BUSINESS CORPORATION
(SB CORP.)
• SOCIAL SECURITY SYSTEM (SSS)
• SOLUFATMACO
• SOUTHEAST ASIA INTERDISCIPLINARY
DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE (SAIDI)
• SPARKASSE ESSEN, GERMANY
• SPARKASSE ROTHENBURG
• SPARKASSEN INTERNATIONAL
DEVELOPMENT TRUST
• SPLASH CORPORATION
• ST. FRANCIS OF ASSISI COLLEGE
• ST. LUKE’S MEDICAL CITY
• ST. LUKE’S METHODIST CHURCH,USA
• STA. INES SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
• STANDARD CHARTERED BANK

• STEAG STATE POWER INC.
• STO. NIÑO-VISARES TRANSPORTSERVICE
MULTIPURPOSE COOPERATIVE (SAVIMCO)
• SUN LIFE
• SUPER GUARD SECURITY CORP.
T
• TALISAYAN NATIONAL HIGH 		
SCHOOL - SENIOR HIGH
• TAYTAY SA KAUSWAGAN, INC. (TSKI)
• TECHNICAL EDUCATION AND SKILLS
DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY (TESDA)
• THE ASIA FOUNDATION/		
GIVE2ASIA, USA AND PHILIPPINES
• THE INTERNATIONAL ALLIANCE 		
FOR WOMEN (TIAW), USA
• TINABANGAY SA IGSOONG MAG-UUMA
GASA NI SAN ISIDRO (TIMGAS) 		
MULTI-PURPOSE COOPERATIVE
• TINAGACAN AGRARIAN REFORM
BENEFICIARIES COOPERATIVE [TARBC]
• TINH THUONG ONE MEMBER 		
LIMITED LIABILITY MICROFINANCE
INSTITUTION (TYM), VIETNAM
• TOTAL INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
CORPORATION, PHILIPPINES
• TOYOTA SAN PABLO
• TRANS-FAST
• TRAVEL SPECIALIST VENTURES
• TRIPLEX ENTERPRISES INCORPORATED
• TROJAN ENVELOPE MANUFACTURING
• TROPICAL CITRUS FRESH BEVERAGE INC.
• TUBARAN NATIONAL HIGH SCHOOL
• TULAY SA PAG-UNLAD, INC. (TSPI)
• TULUNGAN SA TUBIGAN
FOUNDATION (TSTF)
• TYM VIETNAM

•
•
•

•

U
UBIX CORPORATION
UCPB GENERAL INSURANCE 		
COMPANY, INC. (UCPB GEN)
UMIRAY AGRARIAN REFORM
BENEFICIARIES MULTIPURPOSE COOPERATIVE
UNEP-CFIF

• UNION BANK OF THE PHILIPPINES
• UNITED COCONUT
PLANTERS BANK (UCPB)
• UNITED NATIONS CAPITAL
DEVELOPMENT FUND (UNCDF), USA
• UNITED NATIONS DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAM (UNDP)
• UNIVERSAL ACCESS AND SYSTEMS 		
SOLUTIONS, INC., PHILIPPINES
• UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE, USA
• UNIVERSITY OF THE
PHILIPPINES LOS BAÑOS
• UPM MAIN
• UPM URDANETA
• USWAG DEVELOPMENT
FOUNDATION, INC.
V
• VIETNAM WOMEN’S ACADEMY
• VIETNAM WOMEN’S UNION, VIETNAM
• VILLANUEVA SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
W
WE ARE IT PHILS, INC (WIT)
WOMEN’S WORLD BANKING (WWB), USA
WORLD VISION AUSTRALIA, AUSTRALIA
WORLD VISION DEVELOPMENT
FOUNDATION
• WS FAMILY FOUNDATION, INC.
•
•
•
•

X
• XAINIYOM MICROFINANCE
INSTITUTION (XMI), LAOS
• XOOM GLOBAL MONEY TRANSFER
• XPRESSMONEY, ABU DHABI
Z
• ZUELLIG FAMILY FOUNDATION
• ZUELLIG PHARMA
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CARD MRI International Group (IG)

is a group within CARD MRI that provides a wide range of services
around the core expertise of CARD MRI in microfinance, microinsurance,
and capacity-building to our international partners. Our goal is to
disseminate CARD MRI’s best practices in the partners and countries
we serve towards the attainment of a poverty-free world.

AS OF DECEMBER 2018
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Client
Outreach
(Loans)

Insured
Clients

311,528

117,636

Amount of Loan
Outstanding

USD56,242,628.18

CARD MRI ANNUAL REPORT 2018

Number
of FinLit
Graduates

2,718

Number of
Visited OFW
Families

2,092

Number of OFW
Families who
availed CARD
services

1,579

Number of
Provinces
covered:

Abra
Agusan Del Norte
Agusan Del Sur
Aklan
Albay
Antique
Apayao
Aurora
Basilan
Bataan
Batanes
Batangas
Benguet
Biliran
Bohol
Bukidnon
Bulacan
Cagayan
Camarines Norte
Camarines Sur
Camiguin

82 and
NCR

100%

Number of
Municipalities
covered:

Capiz
Catanduanes
Cavite
Cebu
Compostella Valley
Davao Del Norte
Davao Del Sur
Davao Occidental
Davao Oriental
Dinagat Islands
Eastern Samar
Guimaras
Ifugao
Ilocos Norte
Ilocos Sur
Iloilo
Isabela
Kalinga
Laguna
Lanao Del Norte
Lanao Del Sur

1,570

96%

Number of
Barangays
covered:

La Union
Leyte
Maguindanao
Marinduque
Masbate
Misamis Occidental
Misamis Oriental
Mountain Province
National Capital Region
Negros Occidental
Negros Oriental
Nueva Ecija
Nueva Vizcaya
North Cotabato
Northern Samar
Occidental Mindoro
Oriental Mindoro
Palawan
Pampanga
Pangasinan
Quezon

40,425

96%

Quirino
Rizal
Romblon
Sarangani
Siquijor
Sorsogon
South Cotabato
Southern Leyte
Sultan Kudarat
Sulu
Surigao Del Norte
Surigao Del Sur
Tarlac
Tawi-tawi
Western Samar
Zambales
Zamboanga Del Norte
Zamboanga Sibugay
Zamboanga Del Sur
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Accompanying notes of the financial
statements are available upon request.
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CARD, Inc. (A Microfinance NGO)

Audited Financial Report
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CARD, Inc. (A Microfinance NGO)

Audited Financial Report
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CARD, Inc. (A Microfinance NGO)
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CARD, Inc. (A Microfinance NGO)

Audited Financial Report
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CARD Bank, Inc.

Audited Financial Report
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CARD Bank, Inc.

Audited Financial Report
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CARD Bank, Inc.

Audited Financial Report
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CARD MRI Rizal Bank, Inc.

Audited Financial Report
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CARD MRI Rizal Bank, Inc.

Audited Financial Report
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CARD MRI Rizal Bank, Inc.

Audited Financial Report
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CARD SME Bank, Inc.

Audited Financial Report
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CARD SME Bank, Inc.

Audited Financial Report
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CARD SME Bank, Inc.

Audited Financial Report
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CARD Leasing and Finance Corporation

Audited Financial Report
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CARD Leasing and Finance Corporation

Audited Financial Report
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RISE Financing Company, Inc.

Audited Financial Report
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RISE Financing Company, Inc.

Audited Financial Report
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CARD Employees Multi-Purpose Cooperative

Audited Financial Report
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CARD Employees Multi-Purpose Cooperative

Audited Financial Report
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CARD Employees Multi-Purpose Cooperative

Audited Financial Report
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CARD MRI Information Technology, Inc.

Audited Financial Report
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CARD MRI Information Technology, Inc.

Audited Financial Report
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CARD MRI Information Technology, Inc.

Audited Financial Report
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FDS Asya Pte. Ltd.

Audited Financial Report
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FDS Asya Pte. Ltd.

Audited Financial Report
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FDS Asya Philippines, Inc.

Audited Financial Report
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FDS Asya Philippines, Inc.

Audited Financial Report
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CARD Mutual Benefit Association, Inc.

Audited Financial Report
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CARD Mutual Benefit Association, Inc.

Audited Financial Report
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CARD MRI Insurance Agency, Inc.

Audited Financial Report
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CARD MRI Insurance Agency, Inc.

Audited Financial Report
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CARD MRI Insurance Agency, Inc.

Audited Financial Report
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CARD Pioneer Microinsurance Inc.

Audited Financial Report
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CARD Pioneer Microinsurance Inc.

Audited Financial Report
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BotiCARD Inc.

Audited Financial Report
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BotiCARD Inc.

Audited Financial Report
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BotiCARD Inc.

Audited Financial Report
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CARD MRI Property Holdings Inc.

Audited Financial Report
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CARD MRI Property Holdings Inc.

Audited Financial Report
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CARD MRI Holdings Inc.

Audited Financial Report
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CARD MRI Holdings Inc.

Audited Financial Report
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CARD-Business Development Service Foundation Inc.

Audited Financial Report
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CARD-Business Development Service Foundation Inc.

Audited Financial Report
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Mga Likha ni Inay, Inc.

Audited Financial Report
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Mga Likha ni Inay, Inc.

Audited Financial Report
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CARD MRI Hijos Tours Inc.

Audited Financial Report
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CARD MRI Hijos Tours Inc.

Audited Financial Report
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CARD-MRI Development Institute, Inc.

Audited Financial Report
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CARD-MRI Development Institute, Inc.

Audited Financial Report
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CARD MRI Publishing House Inc.

Audited Financial Report
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CARD MRI Publishing House Inc.

Audited Financial Report
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